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Annual Coal, Oil and Gas Report, Vol.
1981, 1981. This serial is not covered herein
issue by issue. The date shown is that of the
issue we examined.
Coal Report of Illinois, Vol. 102, 1983.
This serial is not covered herein issue by
issue. The date shown is that of the issue we
exam i ned
.
Proceedings - Symposium on Rock Mechanics,
Vol. 22, p. 447-451, illus. ( i nc 1 . sketch
maps), 7 ref
.
, June 198 1.
Aller, Linda see Nielsen, David M.
Al tschaef
f
1 , A. G. see Prapaharan, S.
Anderson, John L. see Baird, Gordon C.
Oil and Gas Drilling in Illinois, Vol.
576, 1984. This serial is not covered herein
issue by issue. The date shown is that of the
issue we examined.
Adams, J. Rodger see Demissie, Misganaw
Albert, Eric K. see Kiusalaas, J.
Alexander, C. C. see Senftle, Frank E.
Algermissen, S. T. see Hopper, Margaret G.
Allen, H. E.; and Noehre, A. W. Floods in
Arlington Heights Quadrangle, northeastern
Illinois; supplement to HA-67: 11 p., illus.
(incl. 1 plate), 1971. available from: U. S.
Geol . Surv., Open-File Serv. Sect.. West.
Distrib. Branch, Fed. Cent., Denver, CO,
United States.
Allen, H. E.; and Noehre, A. W. Floods in
Harvard Northeast Quadrangle, northeastern
Illinois: 9 p., illus., 1971. available from:
U. S. Geol. Surv., Open-File Serv. Sect..
West. Distrib. Branch, Fed. Cent., Denver, CO,
United States.
Allen. H. E. see also May. V. J.
Allen, Howard E., Jr.; and Cowan, Ellen A.
Low-flow characteristics of streams in the
Kishwaukee River basin, Illinois:
Water-Resources Investigations, 34 p., Illus.
(incl. 7 tables, sketch maps), 17 ref.. 1985.
(Rep. No. WRI 84-4311) available from: U. S.
Geol. Surv., Open-File Serv. Sect., West.
Distrib. Branch, Fed. Cent., Denver, CO.
United States.
Allen, Robert D.; Trapp, John S.; and Jensen,
Thomas E. Site characterization for injection
of compressed air into an aquifer: in Rock
mechanics from research to application
(Einstein, Herbert H., compiler; et al.).
Anderson, Randall L. Evaluation of Landsat
thematic mapper data for hydrocarbon
exploration [abstr. ] : in AAPG Southwest
Section convention (Anonymous), AAPG Bulletin,
Vol. 69. No. 1, p. 141, January 1985.
Anderson, Richard C. ; and Masters, John M.
Terraces of the Rock River valley in southern
Wisconsin and northern Illinois: in Illinoian
and Wisconsinan stratigraphy and environments
in northern Illinois; the Altonian revisited
(Berg, Richard C., leader; et al.). Guidebook
Series - Illinois State Geological Survey,
Vol. 19, p. 21-34, illus. (incl. sects.,
sketch maps), 1985. Midwest Friends of the
Pleistocene 32nd field conference.
Anderson, Thomas F. see Westgate, Linda M.
Andrews, Robert S.; and Shoemaker, Eugene M.
Continental Scientific Drilling Program; an
opportunity for coordinated research [abstr.]:
in The Geological Society of America, Rocky
Mountain Section, 36th annual meeting;
Cordilleran Section, 79th annual meeting.
Abstracts with Programs - Geological Society
of America, Vol. 15. No. 5. p. 434, March
1983. The Geological Society of America;.
Archer. Paul L.; and Kirr, James N.
Pennsy 1 van i an geology, coal, and coa 1 bed
methane resources of the Illinois Basin;
Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky: in Coalbed
methane resources of the United States
(Rightmire, Craig T., editor; ef al.), AAPG
Studies in Geology. Vol. 17, p. 105-134. 5
tables, strat. cols., sects., charts, sketch
maps, 26 ref., December 1984.
Aughenbaugh, Nolan B. see Huang, Scott L.
Auler, Don. Strip mines in Illinois and its
fossils;. Part II: The Earth Science News
(Earth Science Club of Northern Illinois).
Vol. 36. No. 4, p. 17-18, illus.. April 1985.
Babcock/Bethke
Babcock, Clarence 0.; and Bickel, D. L.
Constraint; the missing variable in the coal
burst problem: in Rock mechanics in
productivity and protection (Dowdi ng, .Char 1 es
H., editor; ef a/.), Proceedings - Symposium
on Rock Mechanics, Vol. 25, p. 639-647, illus.
( incl . 1 table), 6 ref
.
, 1984.
Baird, Gordon C. ; Shabica, Charles W. ; Anderson,
John L. ; et al. Biota of a Pennsyl vanian
muddy coast; habitats within the Mazonian
delta complex. Northeast Illinois: Journal
Vol . 59, No. 2. p. 253-281 ,
sect . , block diag.
, March 1985.
of
Paleontol ogy
,
i 1 lus . ( incl .
maps ) , 51 ref
sketch
Banaee, Jila see Carozzi, Albert V
Banker, Michael
casualties fo
United States
earthquake in
A workshop on
potential los
Arkansas and
edi tor ; ef al
States Geolog
i 1 lus . ( incl .
83-0846) avai
Open-F i 1 e Ser
Fed. Cent
.
. D
An assessment of damage and
* six cities in the central
resulting from a great
the New Madrid seismic zone: ft
Continuing actions to reduce
ses from future earthquakes in
nearby states (Hays, Walter W.,
.). Open-File Report (United
ical Survey. 1978), p. 113-118,
2 tables), 1983. (Rep. No. OF
I able from: U. S. Geol . Surv .
,
v. Sect., West. Distrib. Branch,
enver , CO, United States.
Banner, J. L.; Prosky, J. L.; Hanson, G. N. ;
al. Multiple episodes of dol omi t izat ion in
the Burlington-Keokuk Limestone (Middle
M i ss i ss i pp i an) ; evidence from trace element
and isotopic variations [abstr.]: in The
Geological Society of America,
meeting (Anonymous), Abstracts
Geological Society of America,
p. 436, September 1984.
et
1984 annual
with Programs
Vol . 16, No. 6
Bargh, Margaret H. see Damberger, Heinz H.
Barrows, Mary H.; and Cluff, Robert M. New
Albany Shale Group ( Devonian-Mi ss i ss ippian )
source rocks and hydrocarbon generation in the
Illinois Basin: In Petroleum geochemistry and
basin evaluation (Demaison, Gerard, editor; et
al.). AAPG Memoir, Vol. 35, p. 111-138, illus.
(incl. 1 table, sects., sketch maps), 63 ref.,
1984.
Berg, Richard C. ; and Kempton, John P.
Winnebago and Glasford Formation diamictons at
the Nimtz Quarry section: in Illinoian and
Wisconsinan stratigraphy and environments in
northern Illinois; the Altonian revisited
(Berg, Richard C., leader; et a I.), Guidebook
Series - Illinois State Geological Survey,
Vol. 19, p. 87-97. illus. (incl. sects.,
sketch map), 1985. Midwest Friends of the
Pleistocene 32nd field conference.
Berg, Richard C. ; and Kempton, John P.
Strat igraphic relationships of the Beaver
Creek Sand Member of the Winnebago Formation:
in Illinoian and Wisconsinan stratigraphy and
environments in northern Illinois; the
Altonian revisited (Berg, Richard C., leader;
et al.). Guidebook Series - Illinois State
Geological Survey, Vol. 19, p. 121-129,
sects., sketch maps, 1985. Midwest Friends of
the Pleistocene 32nd field conference.
Berg, Richard C. ; Kempton, John P.; and
Cartwright, Keros. Potential for
contamination of shallow aquifers in Illinois:
Circular - Illinois State Geological Survey,
Vol. 532, 30 p., 3 sheets, illus. (incl. 2
tables; colored hydrogeol . map 1:500,000), 40
ref
.
. 1984
.
Berg, Richard C. ; Kempton, John P.; and Stecyk,
Amy N. Geology for planning in Boone and
Winnebago counties: Circular - Illinois State
Geological Survey, Vol. 531, 69 p., illus.
(incl. 7 tables, strat. cols., sects., geol.
sketch maps; colored environ, geol. maps
1:63,360; colored geol. map 1:63,360), 91
ref
.
, 1984
Berg, Richard C. ; Kempton, John P.; Follmer,
Leon R. (leaders); et a I . Illinoian and
Wisconsinan stratigraphy and environments in
northern Illinois; the Altonian revisited:
1985, United States. Guidebook Series -
Illinois State Geological Survey, Vol. 19, 177
p., illus. (incl. 2 tables, sects., charts,
sketch maps), 91 ref., 1985. Individual
papers are cited separately.
Berg, Richard C. see also Follmer, Leon R.
-- see also Kempton, John P.
Barrows, Mary H. see also Bethke, Craig M.
Bauer, Robert A. see Bradford, Susan Carol
-- see DuMontelle, Paul B.
Baxter, J. W. ; and Brenckle, P. L. Preliminary
statement on Mi ss i ssippian calcareous
f oramini f era 1 successions of the Midcontlnent
(USA) and their correlation to Western Europe:
Newsletters on Stratigraphy, Vol. 11, No. 3,
p. 136-153 (incl. French sum.), illus. (incl.
sketch map, strat. cols.), 66 ref., 1982.
Bensley, David F. see Crelling, John C.
-- see also Krumm, Robert J.
Berggreen, Richard G. Insitu measurement of
hydraulic conductivity and recharge through
Wisconsinan age till, northeastern Illinois
[abstr.]: in The Geological Society of
America, 1984 annual meeting (Anonymous),
Abstracts with Programs - Geological Society
of America, Vol. 16, No. 6, p. 443, September
1984 .
Berggren, Dwain J. see Damberger, Heinz H.
Bethke, Craig M. ; Pruitt, J. D. ; and Barrows,
Mary H. Petrographic
,
geochemical, and
paleohydrol ogic evidence of nature of
petroleum migration in Illinois Basin
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Bethke/Cardamone
[abstr.]: in 1984 AAPG annual convention with
divisions; SEPM/EMD/DPA (Anonymous), AAPG
Bulletin, Vol. 68, No. 4. p. 454, April 1984.
Bettandorf
f
,
J. M. see Wetzel, Kim L.
Bhagwat, Subhash B. see Damberger. Heinz H.
Bhowmik, Nani G. Relationship between the
geomorphic parameters and the sediment
transport characteristics of the Spoon River
basin in Illinois: in Proceedings, 1984
symposium on surface mining, hydrology,
sedi mentol ogy , and reclamation (Graves, Donald
H., editor), Univ. Ky., Coll. Eng., Lexington,
KY, United States, p. 297-301, illus. (incl.
sketch map), 7 ref
.
, December 1984.
Bhowmik, Nani G. ; Bonini, Allen P.; Bogner,
WilliamC; et a I . Hydraul ics of f 1 ow and
sediment transport in the Kankakee River in
Illinois: Report of Investigation - Illinois
State Water Survey, Vol. 98, 170 p., illus.
(incl. 14 tables, sketch maps), 100 ref.,
1980.
Bhowmik, Nani G. ; and Demissie, Misganaw. Bank
erosion by waves: in Proceedings of the
Conference on frontiers in hydraulic
engineering (Shen, Hung Tao, editor), Am. Soc.
Civ. Eng., New York. NY, United States, p.
195-200, illus.. 6 ref., 1983.
Bhowmik, Nani G. ; Demissie, Misganaw; Soong,
David T. ; et al. Conceptual models of erosion
and sedimentation in Illinois; Volume 1,
Project summary: Illinois Scientific Surveys
Joint Report, Vol. 1, 31 p., illus., 1 ref.,
1984 .
Bhowmik, Nani G. see also Demissie, Misganaw
Bickel, D. L. see Babcock, Clarence 0.
Black, Nancy R. see Bhowmik, Nani G.
Boast, C. D. see Sipp, S. K.
Bogner, William C. see Bhowmik, Nani G.
Bonini, Allen P. see Bhowmik, Nani G.
Borghese, J. V.; and Klinger, A. R. Hydrology
of a surface coal mined area in Randolph
County, Illinois: Water-Resources
Investigations, 36 p., illus. (incl. 7 tables,
sketch maps), 18 ref., 1984. (Rep. No. WRI
84-4256) available from: U. S. Geol. Surv.,
Open-File Serv. Sect., West. Distrib. Branch,
Fed. Cent., Denver, CO, United States.
Brabets, Timothy P. Runoff characteristics from
strip-mined lands in Illinois [abstr.]: in
Sixth annual Midwest AGU meeting (Anonymous),
Eos, Transactions, American Geophysical Union,
Vol. 61, No. 48. p. 1193, November 25, 1980.
Brabets, Timothy P. Runoff and water-quality
characteristics of surface-mined lands in
Illinois: Water-Resources Investigations, 78
p., illus. (incl. 4 tables, sketch maps). 20
ref., 1984. (Rep. No. WRI 83-4265) available
from: U, S. Geol. Surv., Open-File Serv.
Sect., West. Distrib. Branch, Fed. Cent.,
Denver, CO, United States.
Bradford, Susan Carol; Evans, Robert D.; Bauer,
Robert A.; et al. A computer application for
determining causes of damage to structures in
Illinois [abstr.]: In Abstracts and program,
Association of Engineering Geologists, 27th
annual meeting (Sherman, Richard G.,
chairperson), Annual Meeting - Association of
Engineering Geologists, Vol. 27. p. 46-47.
1984
.
Bradford,
B.
Susan Carol see also Dumontelle, Paul
Brenckle, P. L. see Baxter, J. w.
Brenner, Douglas. Microscopic IR spectroscopy
of coals: in Chemistry and characterization
of coal macerals (Winans, Randall E., editor;
et al.), ACS Symposium Series, Vol. 252, p.
47-64, illus., 12 ref., 1984. 185th meeting
of the American Chemical Societty.
Brenner-Tourtelot
, Elizabeth F. see Tourtelot,
Harry A.
Brower, R. D. see Cartwright, K.
Brown, Floyd W. see Lyons, Paul C.
Bryan, J. Gregory see Vixo, Darcy L.
Buhr, Richard see Stout, Glenn E.
Burns, D. A. A transmission electron microscope
comparison of modern Botryococcus braunii with
some microfossils previously refered to that
species: Revista Espanola de
Micropa 1 eontol ogia , Vol. 14, No. 1-3, p.
165-185, illus. (incl. 8 plates), 24 ref.,
1982.
Buschbach, Thomas C. see Schwa lb, Howard R.
Butler, James <J. , Jr. Automated hydrogeology ; a
simple system [abstr.]: in New horizons in
engineering geology (Kent, Mavis, editor).
Annual Meeting - Association of Engineering
Geologists, Vol. 24, p. 26. 1981.
Byrne, Richard P. see Bhowmik, Nani G,
forCaithamer, Celine E. Mineralogica 1 sources
barium in Cambro-Ordov ici an auifers of
northeastern Illinois: 189 p., Master's, 26
ref., 1983, Northern Illinois Univ.. DeKalb,
IL.
Calengas, P. L. see Hess. D. F.
Calsyn, D. E. see Elmer, S. L
Cardamone, Milady A.; Taylor, Jan R.; and
Mitsch, William J. Wetlands and coal surface
mining; a management handbook with particular
B ibl iography
Cardamone/Crel
1
ing
reference to the Illinois Basin of the Eastern
Interior coal region: Research Report -
..University of Kentucky, Water Resources
Research Institute, Vol. 154, 99 p., illus.
(incl. tables, sketch maps), 70 ref
.
, .
September 1984 .
Carozzi, Albert V.; and Banaee, Jila. Bailey
Limestone (Lower Devonian) of southwestern
Illinois; a carbonate turbidlte: Transactions
of the Illinois State Academy of Science, Vol.
77, No. 3-4, p. 271-282, illus. (incl. sect.,
geol . sketch map), 14 ref., 1984.
Carpenter, G. L. see Van den Berg, Jacob
Cartwright, K. ; Hunt, C. S.; Brower, R. D.; et
al. Pore-water pressure in the roof of an
underground coal mine in Illinois [abstr.]:
in Sixth annual Midwest AGU meeting
(Anonymous), Eos, Transactions, American
Geophysical Union, Vol. 61, No. 48, p. 1193,
November 25, 1980.
Cartwright, Keros see Berg, Richard C.
-- see Gilkeson, Robert H.
-- see Heigold, Paul C.
-- see Johnson, Thomas M.
-- see Kempton, John P.
-- see Visocky, Adrian P.
Chaven, C. see Ruch, R. R.
Chen, J. C. ; Chun, R. C. ; Goudreau, G. L.; et
al. Uncertainty in soi 1 -structure interaction
analysis of a nuclear power plant: In Soil
stability, soil structure interaction and
foundations (Earthquake Engineering Research
Institute), Proceedings of the World
Conference on Earthquake Engineering, Vol. 8,
No. 3, p. 905-912, illus., 5 ref., 1984.
Choi, Dong Ryong; and McCain, D. L. Ground
control aspects of longwall coal mining: in
Proceedings, 1983 rapid excavation and
tunneling conference; Vol. 1 (Sutcliffe,
Harry, editor; et al.). Am. Inst. Min.,
Metal 1. and Pet. Eng., New York, NY, United
States, p. 178-190, illus., 7 ref.. 1983.
Chou
,
Chen-Lin see Frost, Joyce K.
Chulick, J. see Stauder, W.
Chun, R. C. see Chen, J. C.
Clarke, Robert P. see Davenport, Thomas E.
C lough, G. Wayne; and Kuppusamy, Thangavelu.
Finite element analyses of Lock and Dam 26
cofferdam: Journal of Geotechnical
Engineering, Vol. 111, No. 4, p. 521-541,
illus. (incl. 3 tables), 15 ref.. April 1985.
Cluff, Robert M. Carbonate sand shoals in the
Middle Mi ssi ss ippian (Valmeyeran) Salem-St.
_. Louis-Ste. Genevieve limestone, Illinois
Basin: in Carbonate sands; a core workshop
(Harris, Paul M., editor), SEPM Core Workshop,
Vol. 5, p. 94-135, illus. (incl. strat. cols.,
sketch maps), 12 ref., 1984.
Cluff, Robert M. see also Barrows, Mary H.
-- see also Lineback, Jerry A.
-- see also Schwalb, Howard R.
Coates , Mary Sue. Characterization of the
Precambrian granite in northwestern Illinois:
in Rock mechanics in productivity and
protection (Dowding, Charles H., editor; ef
al.). Proceedings - Symposium on Rock
Mechanics, Vol. 25, p. 362-369, illus., 42
ref
.
, 1984
.
Cobb, James C. Timing and development of
mineralized veins during diagenesis in coal
beds: in Economic geology; coal, oil and gas
(Cross, Aureal T., editor). Congr. Int.
Stratigr. Geol. Carbonifere, C.R., Vol. 9, No.
4, p. 371-376. illus., 11 ref., 1985.
Cohen, Lawrence. Illinois Caverns; a history:
The Journal of Spelean History, Vol. 18, No.
1, p. 17-20, 9 ref., March 1984.
Cole, Garry T. see Stubbl ef iel d. Sara P.
Collins, M. E.; and Fenton, T. E. Statistical
modeling of the variability of selected Colo
soil properties: Soil Science Society of
America Journal. Vol. 48, No. 5, p. 1107-1114,
illus. (incl. 8 tables, sketch map), 24 ref.,
October 1984. Iowa Agric. and Home Econ. Exp.
Stn. , J. Paper No. J-10950 Contrib.
Costanza, Suzanne Helene. Morphology and
systematics of Cordaites of Pennsy 1 vanian coal
swamps of Euramerica: 198 p., Doctoral, 1984,
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, IL.
available from: Univ. Microfilms.
Cowan, Ellen A. see Allen, Howard E Jr
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porosity and cement; St. Peter and Mount Simon
sandstones in Illinois Basin: AAPG Bulletin,
Vol. 68, No. 6, p. 753-764, illus. (incl. 3
tables, sect., geol . sketch map), 35 ref
.
,
June 1984.
Holtzman, Richard B. see Gilkeson, Robert H.
Hood, W. C. see Oertel , A. 0.
Hopper, Margaret G.; Algermissen, S. T. ; and
Dobrovolny, Ernest E. Estimation of
earthquake effects associated with a great
earthquake in the New Madrid seismic zone: in
A workshop on Continuing actions to reduce
potential losses from future earthquakes in
Arkansas and nearby states (Hays, Walter W.,
editor; ef a/.), Open-File Report (United
States Geological Survey. 1978), p. 31-112,
illus. (incl. sketch maps), 55 ref., 1983.
(Rep. No. OF 83-0846) available from: U. S.
Geol. Surv., Open-File Serv. Sect., West.
Distrib. Branch, Fed. Cent., Denver, CO,
United States.
mineral constituents in a sample from the
Herrin (No. 6) coal bed from Illinois
(Finkelraan, Robert B., editor; ef a/.),
Geological Survey Circular, Vol. 0932, p.
29-30, 1 table, 1984.
Hummel dorf , Raymond George. The classification
and evaluation of roof rocks for an
underground coal mine by sonic logging: 125
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for the Illinois Coastal Zone Management
Development Program: variously paginated,
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111. Dep. Transport.. Div. Water Resour
.
,
United States. First year work product,
Volume II. Coastal geological studies; the
Illinois Coastal Zone Management Program,
individual chapters are not cited separately.
Illinois State Water Plan Task Force. Strategy
for the protection of underground water in
Illinois: Special Report of the Illinois
State Water Plan Task Force, Vol. 8, 25 p.,
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October 1984.
Horowitz, Alan Stanley. Some notes on larger
invertebrates and the Genevievian-Chester ian
boundary: Compass of Sigma Gamma Epsilon,
Vol. 62, No. 1, p. 8-15, 70 ref.. 1984.
Horton, Andrea I. Comparative analysis of
stimulations in the Eastern gas shales: in
Proceedings of the technical sessions,
Kentucky Oil and Gas Association forty-fifth
annual meeting (Luther, Margaret K., editor),
Special Publication - Kentucky Geological
Survey. Vol. 11, p. 44-54, illus. (incl. 10
tables, sketch maps), 7 ref., 1984.
House, L. A.; and Keller, G. R. A regional
geophysical study of the Illinois Basin
[abstr.]: in Sixth annual Midwest AGU meeting
(Anonymous), Eos, Transactions, American
Geophysical Union, Vol. 61, No. 48, p.
1195.1196, November 25. 1980.
Huang, Scott L. ; Aughenbaugh, Nolan B.; and
Rockaway, John D.
,
Jr. Swelling behavior of
shales associated with Illinois coal mines
[abstr.]: in New horizons in engineering
geology (Kent, Mavis, editor). Annual Meeting
- Association of Engineering Geologists, Vol.
24, p. 40, 1981.
Huffman, G. P. see Hugglns. F. E.
Huggins, F. E.; Huffman, G. P.; and Lee, R. J.
Analytical results from the i nter 1 aboratory
sample from the Herrin (No. 6) coal bed; G,
Scanning electron microscopy, automated image
analysis: in Inter laboratory comparison of
Indorante, S. J.; and Jansen, I. J. Soil
variability on surface-mined and undisturbed
land in southern Illinois: Soil Science
Society of America Journal, Vol. 45, No. 3, p.
564-568, 4 tables, 9 ref., June 1981.
Indorante, S. J.; and Jansen, I. J. Perceiving
and defining soils on disturbed land: Soil
Science Society of America Journal, Vol. 48,
No. 6, p. 1334-1337, illus. (incl. 5 tables),
6 ref., December 1984.
Ingraffea, A. R. see Nelson, P. P.
Isbell, John L. ; Ling, Hsin Y1; and Powell, Ross
D. Early-Middle Pennsy 1 van i an environments of
Northwest Illinois i nterpretated from
palynology and lithofacies sequences [abstr.]:
in The Geological Society of America,
Southeastern Section, 33rd anual meeting;
North Central Section, 18th annual meeting.
Abstracts with Programs - Geological Society
of America, Vol. 16, No. 3, p. 147, February
1984 .
Isbell, John L.; Powell, Ross D. ; and Ling, Shin
Yi. Early to Middle Pennsy 1 vanian changes in
paleoslope and sediment source terranes in
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.
Jacobson, B. N. see Nawrot, J. R.
SEPM/EMD/DPA
68, No. 4, p.
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Jacobson, R. J. Coal resources of Grundy, La
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.
maps 1:126,720),
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cols., sketch map, 3 ref., 1984.
Jennings, James R. ; and Fraunfelter, George H.
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of America, Vol. 16, No. 3, p. 148, February
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-- see Roy. R. F.
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Geologists, Vol. 27, p. 64, 1984.
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Killey, Myrna M. see Reed, Philip E
Palynological applications to
an overview: in Archaeological
George, Jr., editor; et a/.).
New Haven, CT
,
King, James E
arcnaeol ogy
geology (Rapp,
Yale Univ. Press
States, p. 135-154, illus. (incl
maps ) , 76 ref . , 1985
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l
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chairperson), Program and Abstracts - American
Quaternary Association. Conference, Vol. 8, p.
68, 1984.
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Kirr, James N. see Archer, Paul L.
Kistler, Barbara R. The effect of sediment type
and flooding on the channel characteristics of
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, 1984.
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map 1:24.000. 1984 [1985],
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Vol. 61, No. 48, p. 1195, November 25, 1980.
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Illinoian and Wisconsinan stratigraphy and
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Altonian revisited (Berg, Richard C., leader;
et al.). Guidebook Series - Illinois State
Geological Survey, Vol. 19, p. 45-59, illus.
(incl. 1 table, sketch maps), 1985. Midwest
Friends of the Pleistocene 32nd field
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.
Kruse, C. W. see Ruch, R. R.
Kuecher, Gerald Joseph. Rhythmic sedimentation
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Kuppusamy, Thangavelu see C lough, G. Wayne
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Lanzerotti, L. J. see Meloni, A.
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1985. 5500 year b.p. present.
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affiliated societies (Dilcher, David -L .
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convener), Am. J. Bot
.
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70. No. 5, Part 2 of Am. J. of Botany).
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meeting. Abstracts with Programs - Geological
Society of America, Vol. 16, No. 3, p. 152,
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SEPM Core Workshop, Vol. 6, p. 1-26, illus.
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.
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Ling, Hsin Yi see Isbell, John L.
Ling, Shin Yi see Isbell, John L.
Ludvigsen, R. see Westrop. S. R.
Lukas, R. G. see Steinberg, S. B.
Lumm, Donald K. j and Nelson, W. John.
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structure and petroleum possibilities: Oil
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1985.
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Luz, Boaz; Kolodny. Yehoshua; and Kovach, Jack.
Oxygen isotope variations in phosphate of
biogenic apatites; III, Conodonts: Earth and
Planetary Science Letters, Vol. 69, No. 2, p.
255-262, illus. (incl. 1 table), 23 ref.,
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.
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Patrick G. ; et a). Coal i f icat ion of organic
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United States: Organic Geochemistry, Vol. 5,
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United States.
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J. Thomas, Jr., editor; ef al.). International
Congress on Carboniferous Stratigraphy and
Geology, Vol. 9. No. 5, p. 25-34, illus.
(incl. 1 table), 31 ref.. 1985.
Makowski, Paul see Lee, Ming T.
Mann, Larry d. Ground-water-level changes in
five areas of the United States: in National
water summary 1984; hydrologic events,
selected water-quality trends, and
ground-water resources (U. S. Geological
Survey), Geological Survey Water-Supply Paper
(Washington). Vol. 2275, p. 106-113. illus.
(incl. sketch maps), 23 ref.. 1985.
Mansue, Lawrence J. see Frost. Leonard R.. Jr.
Martt, Shirley; Richard, Benjamin H. ; and Toman,
K. Delineation of a sandstone channel within
a coal bed using high resolution surface
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Science (Anonymous). The Ohio Journal of
Science, Vol. 85. No. 2. p. 26, March 28.
1985.
see Stauder, W.
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Masih, V. see Stauder, W.
Maslenikov, 0. R. see Chen. J. C.
Maslowski, Andy. Placer gold in the Midwest:
Jewelry Making Gems & Minerals, Vol. 571, p.
48-49, 53, sketch map, June 1985.
Maslowski, Andy. Hunt City East Poasts
front-page yields: Northeast Oil Reporter,
Vol. 5, No. 5, p. 39-41, illus. (incl. sketch
map) , June 1985
.
Masters, J. M. see Kolata, D. R.
Masters, John M. see Anderson, Richard C.
-- see Follmer, Leon R.
-- see Johnson, W. Hilton
May, V. J.; and Allen, H. E. Floods in Wheaton
Quadrangle, northeastern Illinois: Hydrologic
Investigations Atlas. HA-0148, map, 1965.
Maynard, Theodore R. Stearns Quarry; Chicago's
residue landfill site [abstr.]: in Onshore
and offshore problems, hazards and
environmental complications (Depman, Albert
J., chairperson), Annual Meeting - Association
of Engineering Geologists, Vol. 19. p. 22,
1976.
Maynard, Theodore R. Urban solid waste
disposal; Chicago methods [abstr.]: in New
horizons in engineering geology (Kent, Mavis,
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Engineering Geologists. Vol. 24, p. 45-46,
1981 .
McCain, D. L. see Choi. Dong Ryong
McCracken, W. see Hess, D. F.
McGrain, Preston see Trace. Robert D.
McKay, E. Donald, III; and Follmer, Leon R. A
correlation of Lower Mississippi Valley
loesses to the glaciated Midwest [abstr.]: ;'n
The Geological Society of America,
South-Central Section, 19th annual meeting
(Anonymous), Abstracts with Programs -
Geological Society of America, Vol. 17, No. 3,
p. 167. 1985.
McKenna , Dennis P. Geology and geomorphology of
the Oak Crest Bog: In Illinoian and
Wisconsinan stratigraphy and environments in
northern Illinois; the Altonian revisited
(Berg, Richard C., leader; et a/.), Guidebook
Series - Illinois State Geological Survey,
Vol. 19, p. 61-73. illus. (incl. sects.,
sketch maps), 1985. Midwest Friends of the
Pleistocene 32nd field conference.
McKenna, Dennis P. The Farmdale and Sangamon
soils at the Wempletown souitheast section,
Winnebago County, Illinois: in Illinoian and
Wisconsinan stratigraphy and environments in
northern Illinois; the Altonian revisited
(Berg, Richard C, leader; et a/.). GuidePook
Series - Illinois State Geological Survey,
Vol. 19. p. 99-107, illus. (incl. sketch r.iap),
1985. Midwest Friends of the Pleistocene 32nd
field conference.
McKenna, Dennis P. see also Berg, Richard C.
McKeown, Frank A.; and Russ, D. Trench
exploration of strat igraphic offsets at Sam
Moses' Quarry. Mounds, Illinois: Open-File
Report (United States Geological Survey.
1978). 14 p., illus., 1976. (Rep. No. OF
76-0199) available from: U. S. Geo! . Surv.,
Open-File Serv
.
Sect.. West. Distrib. Branch,
Fed. Cent.. Denver, CO, United States.
McSweeney, K. ; Jansen, I. J.; and Dancer, W. S.
Subsurface horizon blending; an alternative
strategy to B horizon replacement for the
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Society of America Journal , Vol . 45. No. 4, p.
794-799, illus. (incl. 5 tables), 13 ref
.
,
August 198 1
.
Medford, L. see Mel om
,
A .
Meloni , A.; Medford, L. V.; and Lanzerotti , L.
J. Geomagnetic anomaly detected at
hydromagnet ic wave frequencies: JGR . Journal
of Geopnysical Research.
3569-3574. i 1 lus. ( incl
.
April 10, 1985.
Meremonte, M. see Stauder,
B. Vol . 90, No.
sketch map) , 42
W
5, p.
ref .
,
Merrill, Glen K.; and Rexroad, Carl B. Conodont
fauna of the Sellers Limestone Member
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[abstr.]: in The Geological Society of
America, Southeastern Section, 34th annual
meeting (Anonymous). Abstracts with Programs -
Geological Society of America, Vol. 17, No. 2,
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Merrill, Glen K. ; and von Bitter, Peter H. Use
of conodont genus Gondolella in
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Bulletin, Vol. 68, No. 4, p. 507. April 1984.
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Army Corps of Eng.. Hist. Div., Washington.
DC, United States. 119 p., illus. (incl.
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history series). Publ . for the U. S. Army
Corps. Eng., Hist. Div.
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Meyers, Rebecca L.; and King, James E.
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.
, December 1984.
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Geological Society of America; De Kalb, IL,
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Millay, Michael A. Studies of Paleozoic
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affinities of Telangium pygmaeum : American
Journal of Botany, Vol. 69, No. 10, p.
1566-1572, illus., 16 ref., December 1982.
Millay, Michael A.; and Taylor, Thomas N. The
ul trastructure of Paleozoic fern spores; II,
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Palaeontographica, Abteilung B:
Palaophytologie, Vol. 194, No. 1-4, p. 1-13. 6
plates, 40 ref., November 1984.
Millay, Michael A. see also Lyons. Paul C.
Miller, Barry B. Climatic implications of
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Illinois (Dravage, Philip)
echinoderms see also
Echinodermata
ech inoderms- -bi ost rat igraphy
Mi s s i ssi ppi an: T he
Merameci an/Chester ian
boundary in the western
part of the Illinois Basin
(Jennings, James R.)
economic geology
coal: Analytical results
from the inter 1 aboratory
sample from the Herrin
(No. 6) coal bed; A, X-ray
diffraction analysis
( Renton, John J
.
)
Analytical results from
the inter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; B, Infrared
analysis (Painter, Paul
C. )
Analytical results from
the interlaboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; C, Chemical
analysis (Finkelman,
Robert B.
)
Analytical results from
the interlaboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; D, Quantitative
analysis of pyritic sulfur
by means of Mossbauer
spectroscopy (Montana,
Pedro A
.
)
Analytical results from
the interlaboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; E, Qualitative
clay mineral analysis
(Dean, R. S.
)
Analytical results from
the interlaboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; F, Scanning
electron microscopy study
(Finkelman, Robert B.)
Analytical results from
the interlaboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; G, Scanning
electron microscopy,
automated image analysis
(Huggins , F . E
.
)
Analytical results from
the interlaboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; H, Magnetic
contamination of the
pulverized Interlaboratory
sample (Senftle, Frank E.)
Analytical results from
the interlaboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; I, Mineralogy of
"demi nera 1 1 zed" coal
(Finkelman, Robert B.)
Analytical results from
the interlaboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; J, Analysis of
the low-temperature ash
from the interlaboratory
sample by analytical
electron microscopy
(Guven, Necip)
Basic characteristics of
the interlaboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed (Stanton, R. W.)
Coal industry in
Illinois (Damberger, Heinz
H. )
Coal resources of
Grundy, La Salle, and
Livingston counties,
Illinois (Jacobson, R. J.)
Coal i f icat ion of organic
matter in coal balls of
the Pennsy 1 vani an (Upper
Carboniferous) of the
Illinois Basin, United
States (Lyons. Paul C.)
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economic geology/economic geology
Depos i t ional
environments of strata of
late Desmoinesian age
overlying the Herrin (No.
6) Coal in southwestern
I 1 1 i noi s and the
occurrence of low-sulfur
coal (Palmer, James E.)
Inter 1 aboratory
comparison of mineral
constituents in a coal
sample from Illinois;
introduction (Finkelman,
Robert B
.
)
Inter laboratory
comparison of mineral
constituents in a sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed from Illinois
(Finkelman, Robert B.)
Inter 1 aboratory study of
the Herrin (No. 6) coal
bed sample; conclusions
and recommendations
(Mi 1 ler , Robert N.
)
Origin of coal balls of
the 111 inoi s Bas in
(Prasada Rao, C
.
)
Pal eoenvi ronments and
distribution of low-sulfur
coal in I 1 1 i noi s
(Treworgy, Colin G.)
Pennsy 1 vanian geology,
coal, and coalbed methane
resources of the Illinois
Basin; Illinois, Indiana,
and Kentucky (Archer, Paul
L.)
Petrography and
depos it ional environment
of the Herrin (No. 6) Seam
in central, eastern and
northwestern Illinois
( Russel 1 , Suzanne
Jeannette)
Timing and development
of mineralized veins
during di agenesis in coal
beds (Cobb, James C.)
const ruct i on materials:
Directory of Illinois
stone, sand, and gravel
producers; 1985 (Samson,
Irma E
.
)
f I uorspar: The chemical and
thermal evolution of the
fluids in the Cave-in-Rock
fluorspar district,
Illinois; mineralogy,
paragenesis, and fluid
inclusions (Richardson,
Cather ine K
.
)
fuel resources : (
-- (
Hunt City East boasts
front-page yields
(Maslowski, Andy)
New Albany Shale Group
( Devon ian-Missi ssippian)
source rocks and
hydrocarbon generation in
the II 1 inoi s Bas in
(Barrows, Mary H.)
--
.Oil and gas developments
in east-central states in
1983 (Van den Berg, Jacob)
Petroleum industry in
1 1 1 inois, 1982; oi 1 and
gas developments;
waterflood operations (Van
Den Berg, Jacob)
Petroleum industry in
1 1
1
inois
,
1983; oi 1 and
gas developments and
waterflood operations (Van
den Berg, Jacob)
Shawneetown fault zone.
Southeast Illinois;
structure and petroleum
possibilities (Lumm,
Donald K.
)
Trenton strata in
western Illinois Basin,
Brown and Schuyler
count ies , 1 1 1 i noi s
( Pochel , Randy M
.
)
geothermal energy:
Geothermal studies of
drill holes in northern
Illinois and the Hueco
Tanks region, Otero
County, New Mexico
(Rahman, John L
.
)
gravel depos i t s : Directory
of Illinois stone, sand,
and gravel producers, 1983
( Samson, Irma E
.
lead ores: Get the lead out
(Pi ttman, Jon T . )
The provenience of
galena from
Archaic/Woodland sites in
northeastern North
America; lead isotope
evidence (Farquhar, Ronald
M. )
lithium ores: Lithium, a
preliminary survey of its
mineral occurrence in
flint clay and related
rock types in the United
States (Tourtelot, Harry
A.)
maps: Coal industry in
Illinois (Damberger, Heinz
H.)
mineral resources : (
Geochemical survey of
the Burden Falls Roadless
Area, Pope County,
1 1
1
Inois (Klasner
, J . S . )
Geochemical survey of
the Lusk Creek Roadless
Area, Pope County,
Illinois (Klasner, J. S.)
The mineral industry of
1 1 inois (Hill, James J. )
pet rol eum: Deep Dutch Creek
well "out of this world"
(Gannan, Lynne)
Illinois Basin posts
strong year to date
(Fieber, Lawrence L.)
Oil and gas exploration;
a good place to start
(Herzfeld, Ron)
Petrographic
,
geochemical, and
pa leohydro logic evidence
of nature of petroleum
migration in Illinois
Basin (Bethke, Craig M.)
Reconnaissance
hydrocarbon prospect
generation with integrated
potential field and
remotely sensed data
southern Illinois Basin
( Vixo , Darcy L
.
)
Role of di agenesis in
formation of strat igraphic
traps in Aux Vases of
Illinois basin (Seyler,
Beverl y J
.
)
Subsurface geology and
pal eogeography of the
lower Ste. Genevieve
Limestone in Hamilton
County, Illinois (Tharp,
T imothy C . )
silver ores: Get the lead
out (Pittman, Jon T.)
water resources : A
gazetteer of surface-mine
lakes. Eastern Interior
Coal Province, Illinois
(Vbelker , David C
.
)
Illinois; ground-water
resources (Sherrill,
Marvin G . )
Index to water-resources
data for Illinois (Winget,
D. E.)
Report on water and
related land resources;
Southeast Wisconsin Rivers
basi n,
Wi scons in- 1 1
1
inois-Michig-
an (U. S. Soil
Conservation Service)
Surface water supply of
the United States.
1961-65; Part 3. Ohio
River basin; Volume 3,
Ohio River basin from
Louisville, Ky
.
, to Wabash
River (U. S. Geological
Survey
)
Surface water supply of
the United States.
1961-65; Part 3. Ohio
River basin; Volume 4,
Ohio River basin below
Wabash River (U. S.
Geological Survey)
Surface water supply of
the United States,
1961-65; Part 5. Hudson
Bay and upper Mississippi
River basins; Volume 3,
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economic geology/engineering geology
Upper Mississippi River
basin below Keokuk, Iowa
(U.. S. Geological Survey)
Water resources data for
Illinois, water year 1975
(U. S. Geological Survey)
Water resources data for
Illinois, water year 1976
(U. S. Geological Survey)
elastic waves see under
se 1 smol ogy
electrical logging see under
wel 1 - 1 oggl ng
electrical surveys see under
geophysical surveys
electron microscopy see a I so
chemical analysis;
spectroscopy; thermal
analysis; X-ray analysis
electron microscopy—methods
scanning e I ect ron
microscopy: Analytical
resul ts from the
i nter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; F, Scanning
electron microscopy study
(Finkelman, Robert B.)
Analytical results from
the inter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; G, Scanning
electron microscopy,
automated image analysis
(Huggins , F . E . )
electron
microscopy—techniques
sample preparation:
Analytical results from
the interl aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; J, Analysis of
the low-temperature ash
from the i nter 1 aboratory
sample by analytical
electron microscopy
(Guven. Necip)
energy sources see also fuel
resources
engineering geology see a I so
environmental geology;
geophysical methods; ground
water; land subsidence;
mining geology; rock
mechanics; soil mechanics;
waste disposal
engineering geology
bibliography. Sources of
information on engineering
geology and related topics
for northeastern Illinois
(Dixon, William G., Jr.)
earthquakes: The selsmicity
of the New Madrid seismic
zone (Herrmann, Robert B.)
foundat i ons: Ancient
earthworks (Sowers, George
F.)
Densifylng a landfill
for commercial development
(Steinberg. S. B.
)
geologic hazards: An
assessment of .damage and
casualties for six cities
in the central United
States resulting from a
great earthquake in the
New Madrid seismic zone
(Banker, Michael)
Constraint; the missing
variable in the coal burst
problem (Babcock, Clarence
0. )
Estimation of earthquake
effects associated with a
great earthquake in the
New Madrid seismic zone
(Hopper, Margaret G.)
Floods in Harvard
Southwest Quadrangle,
northeastern Illinois
(Mycyk, R. T.)
Problems sites; lands
affected by underground
mining for coal in
Illinois (Nawrot, J. R.)
land subsidence: A computer
appl icat ion for
determining causes of
damage to structures in
Illinois (Bradford. Susan
Carol )
Empirical methods for
estimating subsidence in
U.S. coal fields
(O'Rourke, Thomas D.)
Geologic factors in coal
mine roof stability; a
progress report (Moebs,
Noel N.
)
Procedures used 1n
Illinois to identify sag
subsidence resulting from
underground coal mining
(DuMontel le, Paul B
.
)
mining geology: Effects of
surface coal mining on
shallow ground water,
Southwest Perry County,
II 1 inois (Oertel , A .
.
)
Pore-water pressure in
the roof of an underground
coal mine in Illinois
(Cartwr ight , K.
)
nucl ear f ac i I i 1 1 es
:
Uncertainty in
soi 1 -structure interaction
analysis of a nuclear
power plant (Chen, J. C.)
pet rol eum engi neeri ng
:
Comparative analysis of
stimulations in the
Eastern gas shales
(Horton, Andrea I.)
rock mechanics: A
comparative evaluation of
rock strength measures
(Gunsal lus, K. L
.
)
Borehole diameter as a
factor in borehole jack
results (Shuri, Frank S.)
Coal and rock properties
for premine planning and
mine design (Thill,
Richard E
.
)
Engineering properties
of the Maquoketa Shale in
northwestern Illinois
(Preber, Terje)
Rock mechanics studies
at the Calumet Pumping
Station, Chicago, Illinois
( Shuri , Frank S.
)
Site characterization
for injection of
compressed air into an
aquifer (Allen, Robert D.)
Studies of the Mt . Simon
Sandstone as a potential
storage reservoir for
compressed air (P incus,
Howard <J .
)
Swelling behavior of
shales associated with
Illinois coal mines
(Huang, Scott L.
slope stability: Slope
stability for a strip mine
box cut. Williamson
County, Illinois (Oschman.
Kurt Patrick)
soil mechani cs : Moisture
curve of compacted clay;
mercury intrusion method
( Prapaharan
, S
.
)
funnels: Geotechnical
investigation; Des Plaines
River system (Grimes,
Wal ter
)
TBM performance
prediction using rock
fracture parameters
(Nel son, P . P
.
)
Tunnel and reservoir
plan, mainstream system.
Fifty-Ninth Street to
Addison Street,
construction report;
Volume I, Project
administration and
construction methods;
Volume II, Geology and
hydrogeology (Harza
Engineering Company)
underground installations:
Characterization of the
Precambrian granite in
northwestern Illinois
(Coates, Mary Sue)
Engineer i ng-geol ogic
approach to problems at
historic longwall mining
sites, north-central
Illinois (Dumontelle, Paul
B. )
Geologic factors 1n coal
mine roof stability; a
progress report (Moebs,
Noe 1 N . )
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engineering geology/environmental geology
Ground control aspects
of longwall coal mining
(Choi, Dong Ryong)
Ground control
technology transfer
problems in metal and coal
mi nes of the U.S.A.
( Scott , James J .
)
Large twin underground
caverns for TARP's
mainstream pumping station
(Sandel 1 , Donald H.
)
Underground pumphouse
excavation at the
Mainstream Pumping
Station, Chicago
(Syl vester , Al
)
waste disposal: A study of
trench covers for
low-level radioactive
waste disposal sites
(Stohr, Christopher J.)
Argonne National
Laboratory site, Illinois
(Nicholas, Uames R.)
Definition of
contaminant pathways; an
integrated geophysical and
geological study
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
Densifying a landfill
for commercial development
(Steinberg, S . B . )
Engineer ing-geol ogic
approach to problems at
historic longwall mining
sites, north-central
Illinois (Dumontelle, Paul
B. )
Performance of layered
soil covers using the
wick-effect to minimize
infiltration at waste
disposal sites (Johnson,
Thomas M
.
)
Regional strat i graphic
mapping; importance to
site evaluations in
glacial terrains (Kempton,
John P
.
)
Sheffield. Illinois
( Foster , James B . )
Soil; an uncertain
medium for waste disposal
( Fol lmer , Leon R
.
)
Stearns Quarry;
Chicago's residue landfill
site (Maynard, Theodore
R. )
Study of the vadose zone
at a low-level radioactive
waste disposal site
(Healy , Richard W
.
)
Three-dimensional
geologic mapping; a basis
for hydrogeologic and
land-use evaluations
(Kempton, John P.)
Urban solid waste
disposal; Chicago methods
(Maynard, Theodore R.)
waterways : A new approach
to the elusive Manning's n
(Stevens , G. T
.
)
Bank erosion by waves
( Bhowmik , Nani G
.
)
Geomorphic changes and
grade stabilization on the
Kaskaskia River (Strauser,
Claude N.
)
engineering
geology--bibl iography
applications: Sources of
information on engineering
geology and related topics
for northeastern Illinois
(Dixon, William G., Jr.)
engineering geology- -petroleum
engineering
hydraulic fracturing:
Comparative analysis of
stimulations in the
Eastern gas shales
(Horton, Andrea I
.
)
environmental geology see also
engineering geology; waste
di sposal
environmental geology
geologic hazards: Floods in
Arlington Heights
Quadrangle, northeastern
Illinois; supplement to
HA-67 (Al len. H. E . )
Floods in Harvard
Northeast Quadrangle,
northeastern Illinois
(Al len, H. E.
)
Floods in Harvard NW
Quadrangle, northeastern
I 1
1
inois (Grant , R . S . )
land use: Geology for
planning in Boone and
Winnebago counties (Berg,
R i chard C . )
Land use and land cover,
1969-76, Qu i ncy , Illinois;
Missouri (U. S. Geological
Survey)
Physical data for the
Illinois Coastal Zone
Management Development
Program (Illinois State
Geological Survey)
Runoff characteristics
from strip-mined lands in
Illinois (Brabets, Timothy
P.)
Three-dimensional
geologic mapping; a basis
for hydrogeologic and
land-use evaluations
(Kempton, John P.)
Three-dimensional
geologic mapping; a basis
for hydrogeologic and
land-use evaluations
(Kempton, John P.)
maps : Land use and 1 and
cover, 1969-76, Qu i ncy
,
Illinois; Missouri (U. S.
Geological Survey)
pollution: A comparison of
laboratory and field
determined values of
hydraulic conductivity at
a waste disposal site
(Herzog, Beverly L.)
Blue Creek Watershed
Project; executive summary
and recommendations
(Davenport, Thomas E.)
Chicago's TARP; solving
a problem, once and for
al 1 (Dal ton, F . E
.
)
Effects of storm-water
runoff on an urban lake.
Lake Ellyn at Glen Ellyn,
Illinois (Striegl, Robert
G. )
Geochemical properties
of coal wastes and the
tox i col ogi ca 1 effects on
aquatic life (Roy, William
R. )
Soil; an uncertain
medium for waste disposal
(Foil mer , Leon R
.
)
Strategy for the
protection of underground
water in I 1 1 i noi s
(Illinois State Water Plan
Task Force)
The extent of
groundwater contamination
in the United States (Pye,
Veron i ca I
.
)
Utility experiences
related to existing and
proposed drinking water
regulations (Hess, Alan
F. )
Water resource data and
trend analysis for the
Blue Creek Watershed
Project; Pike County,
I 1 1 inoi s , Phase III
(Davenport, Thomas E.)
reclamation: Suitability of
dredged material for
reclamation of
surface-mined land,
Ottawa, 1 1 1 inois
.
demonstration project
(Harrison, Wyman)
Wetlands and coal
surface mining; a
management handbook with
particular reference to
the Illinois Basin of the
Eastern Interior coal
region (Cardamone, Milady
A.)
waste di sposal : A
comparison of laboratory
and field determined
values of hydraulic
conductivity at a waste
disposal site (Herzog,
Beverly L
.
)
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env i ronment a 1 geo 1 ogy/geochem i s t r
y
Geologic and hydro logic
data collected during
1976-1983 at the Sheffield
low-level radioactive
waste disposal site and
adjacent areas, Sheffield,
Illinois (Foster, J. B.)
Hydrogeol ogic setting
east of a low-level
radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield,
Illinois (Foster, James
B. )
Hydrogeol ogy of a
1 ow- 1 evel
radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield,
Illinois (Foster, James
B. )
Measurement of
ground-water velocity
using rhodamine WT dye
near Sheffield, Illinois
(Garklavs. George)
experimental studies see under
clay mineralogy
faulting see faults
f aul ts--di spl acements
active faults: Age of
faulting in the
Mississippi Embayment of
southern Illinois (Kolata,
D. R. )
wrench faults: Structural
relationships of the
Cottage Grove and
Shawneetown fault systems
near Equality, Illinois,
as inferred from
geophysical data (Strunk,
Kevin Lee)
ferns see also pter idophytes
ferns - -b i ost rat i graphy
Carboniferous: Swamp
vegetation from
Grand'Croix (Stephanian)
and Autun (Autuman),
France, and comparisons
with coal -ball peats of
the II 1 inois Bas in
(Galtier, Jean)
Pennsyl vani an
:
Paleotopography and
paleoecology of Early
Pennsyl vanian nonswamp
("upland") environments in
western Illinois (Leary.
Richard L
.
)
fish see also Pisces
fluid Indus Ions --geo logic
thermometry
drawdown: Fluid inclusions
in Burlington Limestone
(Middle Mlssi ssippian)
;
evidence for multiple
dewaterlng events from
Illinois Basin (Smith, F.
D.)
fluid
inclusions-- interpretation
ore-forming fluids: The
chemical and thermal
evolution of the fluids in
the Cave-in-Rock fluorspar
district
, I 1 1 inoi s
;
mineralogy, paragenesis,
and fluid inclusions
(Richardson, Catherine K.)
fluid
inclusions—paleosal inity
homogeni zat i on : Timing and
development of mineralized
veins during di agenesis in
coal beds (Cobb, James C.)
fluvial features see under
geomorpho 1 ogy
folds see also faults
foraminifera see also
f oram i n i f ers
f orami ni f ers--b i ostrat i graphy
M i ssi ssi ppi an : Preliminary
statement on Mi ss i ss i pp i an
calcareous f orami ni f era 1
successions of the
Midcontinent (USA) and
their correlation to
Western Europe (Baxter, J.
W.)
Pennsyl vani an: Atokan
Series concepts with
special reference to the
Illinois Basin and Iowa
(Shaver, Robert H.)
foundations sec also under
engineering geology; rock
mechanics; soil mechanics
fuel resources see also under
economic geology
fuel resources—exploration
remote sensing: Evaluation
of Landsat thematic mapper
data for hydrocarbon
exploration (Anderson,
Randal 1 L. )
fungi --floral studies
Pennsyl vani an: Studies of
Paleozoic fungi; III,
Fungal parasitism in a
Pennsy 1 vanian gymnosperm
(Stubblef ield, Sara P.)
gas inclusions see fluid
inclus ions
genesis of ore deposits see
mineral deposits, genesis
geochemistry
coal: Microscopic IR
spectroscopy of coals
(Brenner, Douglas)
Removal of sulfur from
1 1 1 inoi s coal s via
charring and partial
oxidation (Ruch. R. R.)
ground water: A chemical
equilibrium model for the
Illinois Basin formation
waters (Nesbitt, H. Wayne)
isotopes: Isotopic evidence
for the origin of sulfur
in the Herrin ( No . 6 ) Coal
member of Illinois
(Westgate, Linda M.)
Isotopic studies of the
natural sources of radium
in groundwater in Illinois
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
maceral s : Characterization
of coal maceral s by
fluorescence microscopy
(Crel 1 ing, John C
.
)
maps: Geochem i ca 1 survey of
the Burden Falls Roadless
Area, Pope County,
Illinois (Klasner, J. S.)
Geochem ical survey of
the Lusk Creek Roadless
Area, Pope County,
Illinois (Klasner, J. S.)
organic materials:
Selective isolation of
dissolved organic matter
from aquatic systems
(Tuschal 1
,
John R . )
thermal analyst s:
Descriptive oxidative
profiles for pyrite in the
low temperature ash
component of coals by
differential thermal
analysis (Earnest, C. M.)
trace e I ement s : Analytical
results from the
i nter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; C, Chemical
analysis (Finkelman,
Robert B
.
)
Geochemical properties
of coal wastes and the
toxicol og ical effects on
aquatic life (Roy, William
R. )
Major and trace elements
content of the Springfield
V Coal in southwestern
Indiana (Yates, Martin G.)
Trace element
geochemistry of the New
Albany Shale Group
( Devon i an-Mississippian)
in Illinois; implications
for deposit 1onal
environment (Frost, Joyce
K. )
geochemi stry- -processes
solution: Mineral oglcal
sources for barium in
Cambro-Ordovician auifers
of northeastern Illinois
(Caithamer, Celine E.)
geochemi stry- -propert i es
cation exchange capac i ty
:
Effects of cation-exchange
treatment and add
leaching on the Rb-Sr
system of illite from
Fithlan, Illinois (Krallk.
Martin)
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geochemistry/geophysical surveys
geochemistry-surveys
Geochemical survey of the
Burden Falls Roadless
Area, Pope County,
1 1
1
inois (Klasner. J . S . )
Geochemical survey of
the Lusk Creek Roadless
Area, Pope County,
Illinois (Klasner, J. S.)
geochronology see also
absolute age
geologic hazards see also
under engineering geology;
environmental geology; land
subs i dence; see also under
engineering geology under
Mississippi Valley
geologic thermometry see under
fluid i nclusions
geologic time see absolute age
geomorphology see also glacial
geol ogy
geomorpho 1 ogy
glacial geology: The
Carthage buried bedrock
valley system, west
central Illinois; a model
glacial valley (Hess, D.
F.)
The Driftless Area
(Knox , James C
.
)
impact features ; The
Glasford Disturbance; a
possible meteorite impact
structure in central
1 1
1
inois (Roy, W. R . )
maps : 1 1 1 inoi s
(topographic). 19 7 2 (U. 5.
Geological Survey)
solution features: Illinois
Caverns; a history (Cohen.
Lawrence
)
The earliest known map
showing Cave in Rock,
Illinois (Grady. Fred)
geomorpho 1 ogy --fluvial
features
bogs: Geology and
geomorphology of the Oak
Crest Bog (McKenna, Dennis
P. )
braided streams: The
Carthage buried bedrock
valley system, west
central Illinois; a model
glacial valley (Hess, D.
F. )
drai nage basins:
Relationship between the
geomorphic parameters and
the sediment transport
characteristics of the
Spoon River basin in
Illinois (Bhowmik. Nani
G.)
I andform evolut i on:
Holocene landscape
evolution and
archeol ogical site
location in the lower
Illinois River valley
region, USA (Hajic, Edwin
R )
rivers: Neotectonic effects
on river pattern (Watson,
Chester C
.
)
terraces : Terraces of the
Rock River valley in
southern Wisconsin and
northern 111 i noi s
(Anderson, Richard C.)
geomorphology-- impact features
meteor craters: The
Glasford Disturbance; a
possible meteorite impact
structure in central
1 1 1 inois (Roy, W. R . )
geomorpho 1 ogy - - 1 acus t r i ne
features
I andform evol ut i on : A
strat igraphic study of
beach features on the
southwestern shore of Lake
Michigan; new evidence of
Holocene lake level
fluctuations (Larsen,
Curt is E
.
)
geomorpho 1 ogy--maps
topographic maps: Illinois
(topographic), 1972 (U. S.
Geological Survey)
geomorphology--shore features
I andf orm description:
Physical data for the
Illinois Coastal Zone
Management Development
Program (Illinois State
Geological Survey)
geomorpho logy- -solution
features
caves: Illinois Caverns; a
history (Cohen, Lawrence)
The earliest known map
showing Cave in Rock,
Illinois (Grady, Fred)
geophysical methods see also
geophysical surveys
geophysical methods--sei smic
methods
applications: Delineation
of a sandstone channel
within a coal bed using
high resolution surface
seismic (Martt, Shirley)
geophysical surveys see under
automatic data
processing; see electrical
surveys under geophysical
surveys; see magnetic surveys
under geophysical
surveys; see magnetic surveys
under geophysical surveys
under automatic data
processing; see seismic
surveys under geophysical
surveys; see surveys under
geophysical surveys; see also
geophysical methods
geophysical surveys
e I ect ri ca I surveys : An
electrical earth
resistivity survey of the
Macon-Taylorvi 1 le
ridged-drift aquifer
(Heigold, Paul C.
)
Def i ni t ion of
contaminant pathways; an
integrated geophysical and
geological study
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
Supplemental groundwater
supplies for six small
communities in Illinois
(Poole, Vickie)
fieat flow: Geothermal
studies of drill holes in
northern Illinois and the
Hueco Tanks region, Otero
County, New Mexico
( Rahman , John L
.
)
magnetic surveys:
Archeomagnet ic results
from Modoc Rock Shelter
(Wolfman, D.
)
Geomagnetic anomaly
detected at hydromagnet ic
wave frequencies (Meloni,
A. )
Oil and gas exploration;
a good place to start
(Herzfeld, Ron)
remote sensing: Evaluation
of Landsat thematic mapper
data for hydrocarbon
exploration (Anderson,
Randal 1 L. )
Reconnaissance
hydrocarbon prospect
generation with integrated
potential field and
remotely sensed data
southern Illinois Basin
( Vixo, Darcy L
.
)
seismic surveys:
Characterization of the
Precambrian granite in
northwestern Illinois
(Coates, Mary Sue)
Site characterization
for injection of
compressed air into an
aquifer (Allen, Robert D.)
surveys: A regional
geophysical study of the
Illinois Basin (House, L.
A.)
Structural relationships
of the Cottage Grove and
Shawneetown fault systems
near Equality, Illinois,
as inferred from
geophysical data (Strunk,
Kevin Lee)
we I I - 1 oggi ng: Geotechnical
investigation: Des Plaines
River system (Grimes,
Wal ter
)
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geophysical surveys/ground water
The classification and
evaluation of roof rocks
for an underground coal
mine by sonic logging
( Humme 1 dorf , Raymond
George)
geophysics see a I so
engineering geology
geotechnics see engineering
geol ogy
geothermal energy see a I so
under economic geology
glacial geology see also
geomorpnol ogy
glacial geology-glacial
features
buried valleys: The
Cartnage buried bedrock
valley system, west
central Illinois; a model
glacial valley (Hess. D.
F. )
till: Regional
strat i graphi c mapping;
importance to site
evaluations in glacial
terrains (Kempton, John
P. )
glacial geology--glaciation
deg I aci at i on: A
strat i graphi c study of
beach features on the
southwestern shore of Lake
Michigan: new evidence of
Holocene lake level
fluctuations (Larsen,
Curtis E
.
)
landform description: The
Driftless Area (Knox,
James C
.
)
Pal eosol s : A correlation of
Lower Mississippi Valley
loesses to the glaciated
Midwest (McKay, E. Donald,
III)
glaciation see under glacial
geol ogy
gold ores see also under
economic geology under
Midwest
gravel deposits see also under
economic geology
Great Lakes— stratigraphy
c/ianges of level: A
strat igraphic study of
beach features on the
southwestern shore of Lake
Michigan; new evidence of
Holocene lake level
fluctuations (Larsen,
Curtis E
.
Great Lakes
reg i on- -hydrogeo 1 ogy
ground water: Report on
water and related land
resources; Southeast
Wisconsin Rivers basin,
Wi scons in- 1 1 1 inoi s -Michig-
an (U. S. Soil
Conservation Service)
Temporal and spatial
changes in the chemistry
of carbonate groundwaters
in the Chicago area
(Gagnard, Philip E.)
ground water see also
hydrogeo 1 ogy ; hydrology
ground water--pol lution
ivasfe disposal: Utility
experiences related to
existing and proposed
drinking water regulations
(Hess, Alan F
.
)
ground water- -surveys
A chemical equilibrium model
for the Illinois Basin
formation waters (Nesbitt,
H. Wayne)
A comparison of
laboratory and field
determined values of
hydraulic conductivity at
a waste disposal site
(Herzog, Beverly L.)
A cost-effective water
supply alternative for the
Chicago suburban area;
artificial ground water
recharge (Nielsen, David
M.)
A digital model of the
American Bottoms buried
valley aquifer (Ritchey,
Joseph D
.
)
An electrical- earth
resistivity survey of the
Macon- T ay 1 orv i 1 1
e
ridged-drift aquifer
(Heigold, Paul C.
)
Automated hydrogeol ogy
;
a simple system (Butler,
James J
.
, Jr . )
Def ini t ion of
contaminant pathways; an
integrated geophysical and
geological study
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
-- delta /18_0, delta D,
and the age of
groundwaters in the
Cambr ian-Ordovician
aquifer of northern
II 1 inoi s (Grundl . T. J.
)
Effects of surface coal
mining on shallow ground
water, Southwest Perry
County, Illinois (Oertel,
A. 0. )
Geologic and hydro logic
data collectea during
1976-1983 at the Sheffield
low-level radioactive
waste disposal site and
adjacent areas, Sheffield,
1 1
1
inois (Foster, J . B . )
Geology for planning in
Boone and Winnebago
counties (Berg, Richard
C.)
Geology, hydrology, and
water quality of the
Cambrian and Ordovician
systems in northern
Illinois (Visocky, Adrian
P. )
Ground- wa t er- 1 eve 1
changes in five areas of
the United States (Mann,
Larry J
.
)
Groundwater -surf ace
water interchange in
surface-mined lands
(Schubert , J. P . )
Hydrogeo logic and
geochemical studies of
selected natural
radioisotopes and barium
in groundwater in Illinois
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
Hydrogeol ogic setting
east of a low-level
radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield,
Illinois (Foster, James
B. )
Hydrogeo logy of a
low- level
radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield,
Illinois (Foster, James
B. )
Hydrology of a surface
coal mined area in
Randolph County, Illinois
(Borghese, J . V
.
)
Illinois ground-water
observation network; a
planning document for
network design (Frost, L.
R.
, Jr . )
Illinois; ground-water
resources (Sherrill,
Marvi n G . )
Insitu measurement of
hydraulic conductivity and
recharge through
Wi scons i nan age till,
northeastern Illinois
(Berggreen, Richard G.)
Isotopic studies of the
natural sources of radium
in groundwater in Illinois
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
Managing ground water
nitrate quality by mass
balance modeling in the
Rockton-Roscoe area,
Illinois (Wehrmann, H.
Al len)
Measurement of
ground-water velocity
using rhodamine WT dye
near Sheffield, Illinois
(Garklavs, George)
M i nera 1 ogica 1 sources
for barium in
Cambro-Ordov ician auifers
of northeastern Illinois
(Caithamer. Celine E.)
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ground water/hydrogeology
Nuclear logging and
electrical earth
resistivity techniques in
the vadose zone in
glaciated earth materials
( Reed. Phi 1 ip E .
)
Performance of layered
soil covers using the
wick-effect to minimize
infiltration at waste
disposal sites (Johnson.
Thomas M
.
)
Petrographic.
geochemical , and
paleohydrol ogic evidence
of nature of petroleum
migration in Illinois
Basin (Bethke, Craig M.)
Pore-water pressure in
the roof of an underground
coal mine in Illinois
(Cartwright , K. )
Potential for
contamination of shallow
aquifers in Illinois
(Berg, R ichard C
.
)
Quality of water in the
alluvial aquifer, American
Bottoms, East St. Louis,
Illinois (Voelker, David
C. )
Regional strat igraphic
mapping; importance to
site evaluations in
glacial terrains (Kempton,
John P
.
)
Report on water and
related land resources;
Southeast Wisconsin Rivers
Pasin,
Wi scons in- 1 1 1 i noi s-M i chi g-
an (U. S. Soil
Conservation Service)
Site characterization
for injection of
compressed air into an
aquifer (Allen, RoPert D.)
Stearns Quarry;
Chicago's residue landfill
site (Maynard, Theodore
R. )
Strategy for the
protection of underground
water in 1 1
1
inois
(Illinois State Water Plan
Task Force)
Study of the vadose zone
at a low-level radioactive
waste disposal site
(Healy, Richard W.
)
Supplemental groundwater
supplies for six small
communities in Illinois
(Poole, Vickie)
Temporal and spatial
changes in the chemistry
of carbonate groundwaters
in the Chicago area
(Gagnard, Phi lip E . )
The extent of
groundwater contamination
in the United States (Pye,
Veronica I
.
)
Three-dimensional
geologic mapping; a basis
for hydrogeol ogi c and
land-use evaluations
(Kempton, John P.)
Three-dimensional
geologic mapping; a basis
for hydrogeo 1 og ic and
land-use evaluations
(Kempton, John P.)
Uranium isotopes in
ground water of northern
Illinois (Gilkeson, R. H.)
Water in sand and gravel
deposits in McHenry
County, 111 i noi s
(Nicholas , J. R
.
)
Water reuse through
groundwater recharge in
northeastern Illinois
(Stout , Gl enn E
.
Cambri an-Crdov i ci an Aquifer;
Overdevelopment of
groundwater in an urban
area (Fetter, C. W.. Jr.)
Midwest: Hydraulic
conductivity of cast
overburden (Herring,
Wi 1 1 iam C.
)
guidebook see under areal
geology; stratigraphy
gymnosperm flora see also
gymnosperms
gymnosperm
f 1 ora- -bi ostrat i graphy
Pennsy I van i an
:
Pa 1 eotopography and
paleoecology of Early
Pennsy 1 vanian nonswamp
("upland") environments in
western Illinois (Leary,
R ichard L . )
gymnosperms see also
gymnosperm flora
gymnosperms- -Corda i ta 1 es
Pennsy Ivan i an: Morphology
and systematics of
Cordaites of Pennsy 1 vanian
coal swamps of Euramerica
(Costanza, Suzanne Helene)
gymnosperms --floral studies
Pennsy Ivani an: Phloem
anatomy of the
Carboniferous pteridosperm
Medullosa and evolutionary
trends in gymnosperm
phloem ( Smoot , Edith L.)
gymnosperms- -morphology
Pennsy Ivant an: Aulacotheca
from the Early
Pennsyl vanian of the
Illinois Basin (Mickle,
James E
.
)
Host-pathogen
interaction in an Upper
Carboniferous gymnosperm
(Stubblef ield, Sara P.)
heat flow see also under
geophysical surveys;
tectonophys ics ; see also
under tectonophys i cs under
Mississippi Valley
heavy minerals see under
provenance under
sed i mentat i on; see also
pi acers
Holocene see also under
strat igraphy
hydrogen see also deuterium
hydrogen- - i sotopes
D/H: delta /18_0, delta D,
and the age of
groundwaters in the
Cambr ian-Ordovician
aquifer of northern
I 1 1 inoi s (Grundl , T . J . )
hydrogeol ogy see also ground
water; hydrology
hydrogeol ogy
ground water: A
cost-effective water
supply alternative for the
Chicago suburban area;
artificial ground water
recharge (Nielsen, David
M. )
A digital model of the
American Bottoms buried
valley aquifer (Ritchey.
Joseph D
.
)
Automated hydrogeol ogy
;
a simple system (Butler,
James J
.
, Jr
.
)
delta /18_0, delta D,
and the age of
groundwaters in the
Cambr ian-Ordovician
aquifer of northern
Illinois (Grundl, T. J.)
Geology, hydrology, and
water quality of the
Cambrian and Ordovician
systems in northern
Illinois (Visocky, Adrian
P. )
Ground-water- level
changes in five areas of
the United States (Mann,
Larry J .
)
Groundwater -surf ace
water interchange in
surface-mined lands
(Schubert , J. P . )
Hydrogeol ogic and
geochemical studies of
selected natural
radioisotopes and barium
in groundwater in Illinois
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
Illinois ground-water
observation network; a
planning document for
network design (Frost, L.
R.
. Jr
.
)
Insitu measurement of
hydraulic conductivity and
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hydrogeo 1 ogy/hydro 1 ogy
recharge through
Wi scons i nan age till,
northeastern Illinois
(Berggreen. Richard G.)
Managing ground water
nitrate quality by mass
balance modeling in the
Rockton-Roscoe area,
Illinois (Wehrmann, H.
Al len)
Mi neralogical sources
for barium in
Cambro-Ordovician auifers
of northeastern Illinois
(Caithamer, Celine E.)
Nuclear logging and
electrical earth
resistivity techniques in
the vadose zone in
glaciated earth materials
(Reed, Phi lip E . )
Overdevelopment of
groundwater in an urban
area (Fetter, C. W., Jr.)
Quality of water in the
alluvial aquifer, American
Bottoms. East St. Louis,
Illinois (Voelker, David
C.)
Supplemental groundwater
supplies for six small
communities in Illinois
(Poole, Vickie)
Temporal and spatial
changes in the chemistry
of carbonate groundwaters
in the Chicago area
(Gagnard, Philip E.)
Uranium isotopes in
ground water of northern
Illinois (Gilkeson, R. H.)
Water in sand and gravel
deposits in McHenry
County, II 1 inoi s
(Nicholas, J. R
.
)
Water reuse through
groundwater recharge in
northeastern Illinois
(Stout , Glenn E
.
hydro logy: Chemical
analyses of surface water
in 111 inois. 1958-74
;
Volume I, Des Plaines
River basin and Lake
Michigan (Healy, R. W.)
Chemical analyses of
surface water in Illinois,
1958-74; Volume II
.
Illinois River basin and
Mississippi River
tributaries north of
Illinois River basin
(Healy. R. W.
)
Chemical analyses of
surface water in Illinois,
1958-74; Volume III, Ohio
River tributaries and
Mississippi River
tributaries south of the
Illinois River basin
(Healy. R. W.
)
Cost effectiveness of
the U.S. Geological
Survey's stream-gaging
program in Illinois
(Mades, Dean M.
)
Drainage areas for
Illinois streams (Ogata,
K. M. )
Drainage areas for
Illinois streams (Ogata,
K. M. )
Evaluation of a
hyOrograph-shi f t i ng method
for estimating
suspended-sediment loads
in Illinois streams
(Frost, Leonard R., Jr.)
Hydraulics of flow and
sediment transport in the
Kankakee River in Illinois
(Bhowmik , Nani G
.
)
Hydrology of a surface
coal mined area in
Randolph County, Illinois
(Borghese, J. V.
)
Illinois water research
needs and a catalog of
water research in Illinois
(Stout. Glenn E
.
Low-flow characteristics
of streams in the
Kishwaukee River basin,
Illinois (Allen, Howard
E. , Jr. )
Preliminary evaluation
of final cut lakes (Gibb,
James P . )
Relationship between the
geomorphic parameters and
the sediment transport
characteristics of the
Spoon River basin in
Illinois (Bhowmik, Nani
G.)
Runoff and water-quality
characteristics of
surface-mined lands in
Illinois (Brabets, Timothy
P.)
Sediment budget in
Illinois small watershed
( Lee, Ming T
.
)
Sediment transport in
Kankakee River basin
(Demissie, Misganaw)
Selective isolation of
dissolved organic matter
from aquatic systems
(Tuschall, John R.)
Surface water supply of
the United States.
1961-65; Part 3, Ohio
River basin; Volume 3,
Ohio River basin from
Louisville, Ky
.
, to Wabash
River (U. S. Geological
Survey)
Techniques for
estimating streamflow
characteristics in Eastern
and Interior coal
provinces of the United
States (Wetzel, Kim L.)
The effect of sediment
type and flooding on the
channel characteristics of
Hutchins Creek-Clear
Creek, Union County,
Illinois (Kistler, Barbara
R. )
maps: A gazetteer of
surface-mine lakes,
Eastern Interior Coal
Province, Illinois
(Voelker , David C.
)
Floods in Wheaton
Quadrangle, northeastern
I 1
1
inois (May, V. J
.
)
Illinois (U. S.
Geological Survey)
Potential for
contamination of shallow
aquifers in Illinois
( Berg, R ichard C
.
)
hydrology see also ground
water; hydrogeology
hydrology—surveys
A gazetteer of surface-mine
lakes. Eastern Interior
Coal Province, Illinois
( Voel ker , David C
.
Cost effectiveness of
the U.S. Geological
Survey's stream-gaging
program in Illinois
(Mades , Dean M.
)
Drainage areas for
Illinois streams (Ogata,
K. M. )
Drainage areas for
Illinois streams (Ogata,
K. M. )
Effects of storm-water
runoff on an urban lake.
Lake Ellyn at Glen Ellyn,
Illinois (Striegl, Robert
G.)
Evaluation of a
hydrograph-shi f t 1 ng method
for est imat i ng
suspended-sediment loads
in Illinois streams
(Frost, Leonard R., Jr.)
Floods 1n Wheaton
Quadrangle, northeastern
Illinois (May, V. J.)
Geologic and hydro logic
data collected during
1976-1983 at the Sheffield
low-level radioactive
waste disposal site and
adjacent areas, Sheffield,
Illinois (Foster. J. B.)
Hydrology of a surface
coal mined area in
Randolph County. Illinois
( Borghese, J . V
.
)
I 1 1 inois (U. S.
Geological Survey)
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hydro 1 ogy/ i sotopes
Illinois water research
needs and a catalog of
water research in Illinois
(Stout , Glenn E
.
)
Low-flow characteristics
of streams in the
Kishwaukee River basin,
Illinois (Allen, Howard
E. , Jr.
)
Preliminary evaluation
of final cut lakes (G1bb,
James P
.
)
Relationship between the
geomorphic parameters and
the sediment transport
characteristics of the
Spoon River basin in
Illinois (Bhowmik, Nani
G. )
Runoff and water-quality
characteristics of
surface-mined lands in
Illinois (Brabets, Timothy
P.)
Runoff characteristics
from strip-mined lands in
1 1 1 inoi s (Brabets , T i mo thy
P. )
Sediment budget in
Illinois small watershed
( Lee, Ming T
.
)
Selective isolation of
dissolved organic matter
from aquatic systems
(Tuschal 1 , John R .
)
Techniques for
estimating streamflow
characteristics in Eastern
and Interior coal
provinces of the United
States (Wetzel. Kim L.)
The effect of sediment
type and flooding on the
channel characteristics of
Hutchins Creek-Clear
Creek, Union County,
Illinois (Kistler, Barbara
R.)
Des Plaines River valley:
Chemical analyses of
surface water in Illinois,
1958-74; Volume I, Des
Plaines River basin and
Lake Michigan (Healy, R.
W.)
Illinois River basin:
Chemical analyses of
surface water in Illinois,
1958-74 ; Volume 1 1
,
Illinois River basin and
Mississippi River
tributaries north of
Illinois River basin
(Healy. R. W. )
Kankakee River: Hydraulics
of flow and sediment
transport in the Kankakee
R i ver in 1 1 1 i no is
(Bhowmik, Nani G . )
Sediment transport in
Kankakee River basin
(Demissie, Misganaw)
Mississippi Valley: Surface
water supply of the United
States, 1961-65; Part 5,
Hudson Bay and upper
Mississippi River basins;
Volume 3, Upper
Mississippi River basin
below Keokuk, Iowa (U. S.
Geological Survey)
Ohio River valley: Chemical
analyses of surface water
in Illinois, 1958-74;
Volume III, Ohio River
tributaries and
Mi ss i ss ippi R i ver
tributaries south of the
Illinois River basin
(Healy, R. W.
)
Surface water supply of
the United States,
1961-65; Part 3. Ohio
River basin; Volume 3,
Ohio River basin from
Louisville, Ky., to Wabash
River (U. S. Geological
Survey)
Surface water supply of
the United States,
1961-65; Part 3, Ohio
River basin; Volume 4,
Ohio River basin below
Wabash River (U. S.
Geological Survey)
ice ages see glacial geology
igneous rocks see also fluid
i nclus ions
impact features see under
geomorpho 1 ogy
inclusions see also fluid
i nclus ions
infrared spectroscopy see
under methods under
spectroscopy
instruments see under
techniques under rock
mechanics
Invertebrata see also Bryozoa;
Echinodermata ; Mollusca;
Tr i lobi ta
Invertebrata--paleoecology
Pennsy Ivani an: Biota of a
Pennsyl vanian muddy coast;
habitats within the
Mazonian delta complex.
Northeast Illinois (Baird,
Gordon C.
)
invertebrates see a I so
conodonts; corals;
echinoderms; f orami ni f ers
;
mollusks; ostracods;
tr i lobi tes
invertebrates—biostratigraphy
Missi ssi ppi an : Some notes
on larger invertebrates
and the
Genevievian-Chester ian
boundary (Horowitz, Alan
Stanl ey
)
Isotope dating see absolute
age
isotopes see also absolute age
i sotopes--carbon
C- 1 3/C- 1 2 : Petrographic,
geochemical, and
paleohydrol ogic evidence
of nature of petroleum
migration in Illinois
Basin (Bethke, Craig M.)
i sotopes--coal
ratios: Timing and
development of mineralized
veins during diagenesis in
coal beds (Cobb, James C.)
i sotopes- -ground water
radi oact ive i sot opes
:
Isotopic studies of the
natural sources of radium
in groundwater in Illinois
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
ratios: delta /18_0, delta
D, and the age of
groundwaters in the
Cambr ian-Ordovician
aquifer of northern
Illinois (Grundl, T. J.)
Hydrogeol ogic and
geochemical studies of
selected natural
radioisotopes and barium
in groundwater in Illinois
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
i sotopes-- lead
Pb-206/Pb-204: Synthesis of
Pb-Pb isotopic data
applied to deposits at law
temperatures; genetic
consequences
( Pel i ssonni er , H.)
ratios: The provenience of
galena from
Archaic/Woodland sites in
northeastern North
America; lead isotope
evidence (Farquhar, Ronald
M. )
i sotopes --minerals
ratios: Effects of
cation-exchange treatment
and acid leaching on the
Rb-Sr system of i 1 1 i te
from Fithian, Illinois
(Krai ik , Mart in)
i sotopes--oxygen
0-18/0-16: Oxygen isotope
variations in phosphate of
biogenic apatites; III,
Conodonts ( Luz , Boaz
)
isotopes— sedimentary rocks
ratios: Multiple episodes
of dolomi t izat 1on in the
Burl ington-Keokuk
Limestone (Middle
M i ss i ss ipp ian ) ; evidence
from trace element and
isotopic variations
(Banner , J . L
.
)
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isotopes/mineral exploration
i sotopes--sul
f
up
S-34/S-32: Isotopic
evidence for the origin of
sulfur in the Herrin
(No. 6) Coal member of
Illinois (Westgate, Linda
M. )
isotopes --uranium
U-238/U-234: Uranium
isotopes in ground water
of northern Illinois
(Gi lkeson. R
.
H.
)
lacustrine features see under
geomorpho 1 ogy
land subsidence- -mines
predi ct i on: SPA5ID; a
computer program for
subsidence prediction
(K i usal aas , J
.
)
land use see a I so under
environmental geology
lead--i sotopes
Pb-207/Pb-204: Synthesis of
Pb-Pb isotopic data
applied to deposits at law
temperatures; genetic
consequences
( Pel i ssonnier , H . )
ratios: The provenience of
galena from
Archaic/Woodland sites in
northeastern North
America; lead isotope
evidence (Farquhar-, Ronald
M. )
lead ores see also under
economic geology
lead-zinc deposi ts--genesis
absolute age: Synthesis of
Pb-Pb isotopic data
applied to deposits at law
temperatures; genetic
consequences
( Pel i ssonnier , H.)
limestone see also under
carbonate rocks under
sedimentary rocks
liquid inclusions see fluid
i ncl usions
lithium ores see a I so under
economic geology
loess see under clastic
sediments under sediments
magnetic field see under Earth
magnetic surveys see under
geophysical surveys; see
under geophysical surveys
under automatic data
process ing
magnet i sm of rocks and
minerals see paleomagnet ism
mamma 1 s - -pa 1 eoeco 1 ogy
Quaternary: Hopwood Farm
pa 1 eoeco 1 ogy ; a
Geoche 1 one-conta ini ng
1 1 1 1 no i an- Sangamon i an
biota from the type
region, central Illinois
(King, James E
.
)
mapping see maps
maps see also under areal
geology; economic geology;
environmental geology;
geochemistry; geomorpho 1 ogy
;
hydrogeology ; soils
maps --cartography
engi neeri ng geology:
Three-dimensional geologic
mapping; a basis for
hydrogeol ogic and land-use
evaluations (Kempton, John
P. )
land use: Three-dimensional
geologic mapping; a basis
for hydrogeol ogic and
land-use evaluations
(Kempton, John P
.
)
sol ut i on features : The
earliest known map showing
Cave in Rock, Illinois
(Grady, Fred)
st rat i graph i c maps:
Regional strat igraphic
mapping; importance to
site evaluations in
glacial terrains (Kempton,
John P.
)
mathematical geology see also
automatic data processing
meetings see symposia
methods see under chemical
analysis; electron
microscopy; mining geology;
soil mechanics; spectroscopy
Midwest --economic geology
gold ores: Placer gold in
the Midwest (Maslowski,
Andy)
Midwest --engineer ing geology
dams: Finite element
analyses of Lock and Dam
26 cofferdam (Clough, G.
Wayne)
mining geology: Hydraulic
conductivity of cast
overburden (Herring,
Wil 1 iam C.
)
M i dwes t - -hydrogeo 1 ogy
hydrology: Surface water
supply of the United
States, 1961-65; Part 3,
Ohio River basin; Volume
3, Ohio River basin from
Louisville, Ky
.
, to Wabash
River (U. S. Geological
Survey)
Surface water supply of
the United States,
1961-65; Part 3, Ohio
River basin; Volume 4,
Ohio River basin below
Wabash River (U. S.
Geological Survey)
Techniques for
estimating streamflow
characteristics In Eastern
and Interior coal
provinces of the United
States (Wetzel , Kim L . )
M i dwes
t
-
-pa 1 eobotany
gymnosperms: Morphology and
systematics of Cordaites
of Pennsy 1 van i an coal
swamps of Euramerica
(Costanza, Suzanne Helene)
Midwest--sedimentary petrology
d i agenesis: Multiple
episodes of dolomi t izat ion
in the Burlington-Keokuk
Limestone (Middle
Mi ss i ss ippi an ) ; evidence
from trace element and
isotopic variations
(Banner
, J . L
.
)
Midwest--soi Is
morphol ogy : Statistical
model i ng of the
variability of selected
Colo soil properties
(Col 1 ins, M. E
.
)
Midwest --stratigraphy
Ordov i ci an: Deposi tional
environments of the St.
Peter Sandstone of the
upper Midwest (Winfree,
Keith Evan)
Pennsy
I
vani an: Use of
conodont genus Gondolella
in high-resolution
bi ostrat i graphi c zonation
of Middle-Upper
Pennsy 1 van i an rocks,
central North America
(Merr
i
11, Glen K.
)
Midwest— structural geology
tectonics: Targeting deep
scientific drilling in the
Midcontinent (Hinze,
Wi 1 1 iam J.
)
mineral deposits,
genes i s--f luorspar
ore-forming fluids: The
chemical and thermal
evolution of the fluids in
the Cave-in-Rock fluorspar
district, 111 i no is;
mineralogy, paragenesis,
and fluid inclusions
(Richardson, Catherine K.)
mineral deposits,
genes i s-- lead-zinc deposits
epi thermal processes:
Synthesis of Pb-Pb
isotopic data applied to
depos its at 1 aw
temperatures; genetic
consequences
( Pel i ssonnier , H . )
mineral
exp 1 orat i on- -geochemi ca 1
methods
surveys: Geochemical survey
of the Burden Falls
Roadless Area, Pope
County, Illinois (Klasner,
J. S. )
Geochemical survey of
the Lusk Creek Roadless
Area, Pope County,
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mineral prospect ing/Ostracoda
Illinois (Klasner, J. S.)
mineral prospecting see
mineral exploration
mineral resources see also
under economic geology
mineralogy
sheer silicates, clay
minerals: Effects of
cation-exchange treatment
and acid leaching on the
Rb-Sr system of lllite
from Fithian, Illinois
(Krai ik , Martin)
m i nera 1 s - -phosphates
apatite: Oxygen isotope
variations in phosphate of
biogenic apatites; III.
Conodonts ( Luz , Boaz )
mi nerals--sheet silicates,
clay minerals
i I I i te: Effects of
cation-exchange treatment
and acid leaching on the
Rb-Sr system of lllite
from Fithian, Illinois
(Krai ik, Martin)
minerals--sulf ides
pyrite: Descriptive
oxidative profiles for
pyrite in the low
temperature ash component
of coals by differential
thermal analysis (Earnest,
C. M. )
mining geology- -methods
strip mining: Runoff
characteristics from
strip-mined lands in
Illinois (Brabets, Timothy
P. )
surface mining: Effects of
surface coal mining on
shallow ground water.
Southwest Perry County,
I 1
1
inois (Oertel
,
A . . )
underground mining:
Hydraulic conductivity of
cast overburden (Herring,
Wi 1 1 iam C . )
Pore-water pressure in
the roof of an underground
coal mine in Illinois
(Cartwr ight . K.
)
SPASID; a computer
program for subsidence
prediction (Kiusalaas, J.)
The classification and
evaluation of roof rocks
for an underground coal
mine by sonic logging
(Hummeldorf, Raymond
George)
mining geology- -product ion
control
design: Coal and rock
properties for premine
planning and mine design
(Thi 1 1 , Richard E .
)
geologic hazards:
Constraint; the missing
variable in the coal burst
problem (Babcock, Clarence
. 0.)
miospores see under
palynomorphs
Mississippi Val ley--areal
geology
bi bl i ography : Selected
geologic literature. Lower
Mississippi Valley
Division area, index and
annotated bibliography;
Supplement 6 (Saucier,
Roger T
. )
Mississippi
Valley—engineering geology
earthquakes: An assessment
of damage and casualties
for six cities in the
central United States
resulting from a great
earthquake in the New
Madrid seismic zone
(Banker, Michael)
Estimation of earthquake
effects associated with a
great earthquake in the
New Madrid seismic zone
(Hopper, Margaret G.)
The seismicity of the
New Madrid seismic zone
(Herrmann. Robert B.)
geologic hazards: An
assessment of damage and
casualties for six cities
in the central United
States resulting from a
great earthquake in the
New Madrid seismic zone
(Banker, Michael)
Estimation of earthquake
effects associated with a
great earthquake in the
New Madrid seismic zone
(Hopper, Margaret G.
)
The seismicity of the
New Madrid seismic zone
(Herrmann, Robert B.)
waterways: The Corps, the
environment, and the Upper
Mississippi River basin
(Merritt, Raymond H.)
Mississippi
Val ley--hydrogeology
hydrology : Surface water
supply of the United
States, 1961-65; Part 5.
Hudson Bay and upper
Mississippi River basins;
Volume 3, Upper
Mississippi River basin
below Keokuk, Iowa (U. S.
Geological Survey)
Mississippi Val ley--sei smology
earthquakes : Central
Mi ssi ssippi Val 1 ey
earthquakes; 1981
(Stauder , W.
)
Central Mississippi
Valley earthquakes; 1982
(Stauder, W.
)
Mississippi
Val ley--tectonophysics
heat flow: A preliminary
investigation of the
geothermal potential of
the upper Mississippi
Embayment (Roy, R. F.)
Mi ssi ssippian see also under
strat igraphy
Mol lusca--Naut
i
loidea
Pennsy I v an i an : Occurrence
of the nautiloid genus
Foordiceras in the
Pennsy 1 vani an Period of
North America (Tucker,
John K
.
)
mol lusks--paleoecology
Quaternary: Climatic
impl icat ions of
radiocarbon-dated
mol Tuscan assemblages from
Illinois, Indiana and Ohio
(Mi 1 ler , Barry B . )
Mossbauer spectroscopy see
under analysis under
sulfur; see under methods
under spectroscopy
museums see also associations;
survey organizations
neotectonics see also under
structural geology
North America see also Great
Lakes; Great Lakes region
nuclear facilities see also
under engineering geology
Ordovician see also under
strat igraphy ; see also under
stratigraphy under Midwest
organic materi al s--detect ion
techni ques: Selective
isolation of dissolved
organic matter from
aquatic systems (Tuschall,
John R
.
organic
material s--geochemistry
coal i f i cat i on
:
Coal i f 1 cat i on of organic
matter in coal balls of
the Pennsy 1 vani an (Upper
Carboniferous) of the
Illinois Basin, United
States (Lyons. Paul C.)
shale: Trace element
geochemistry of the New
Albany Shale Group
(Devoman-Mississippian)
in Illinois; implications
for depositional
environment (Frost, Joyce
K. )
soils: Comparison of models
for determining stability
constants of metal
complexes with humic
substances (Fitch. Alanah)
Ostracoda see a I so ostracods
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ostracods/paleogeography
ostracods- -b i ostrat i graphy
Pennsy I vani an: Atokan
Series concepts with
special reference to the
Illinois Basin and Iowa
( Shaver, Robert H.
)
oxygen-
-
i sotopes
0-18/0-16: delta /18_0,
delta D, and the age of
groundwaters in the
Cambr i an-Ordov i c i an
aquifer of northern
I 1 1 inois (Grundl , T . J . )
Isotopic studies of the
natural sources of radium
in groundwater in Illinois
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
Multiple episodes of
dolomi t i zat 1 on in the
Burl i ngton-Keokuk
Limestone (Middle
Mississippian) ; evidence
from trace element and
isotopic variations
(Banner , J . L
.
)
Oxygen isotope
variations in phosphate of
biogenic apatites; III,
Conodonts ( Luz , Boaz
)
Timing and development
of mineralized veins
during di agenesis in coal
beds (Cobb, dames C.)
paleobotany
algae: A transmission
electron microscope
comparison of modern
Botryococcus brauni i with
some microfossils
previously refered to that
species (Burns, D. A.)
New fossil algae from
Val meyeran
(mid-Mi ss issippian) strata
of I 1 1 inois ( Leary
,
R ichard L
.
)
fungi: Studies of Paleozoic
fungi ; III, Fungal
paras i t i sm i n a
Pennsy 1 vani an gymnosperm
(Stubblef 1eld, Sara P.)
gymnosperms : Aulacotheca
from the Early
Pennsyl vanian of the
Illinois Basin (Mickle,
James E
.
)
Host-pathogen
interaction in an Upper
Carboniferous gymnosperm
(Stubblef 1eld, Sara P.
)
Morphology and
systematlcs of Cordaltes
of Pennsy 1 vanian coal
swamps of EurameMca
(Costanza, Suzanne Helene)
Phloem anatomy of the
Carboniferous pteridosperm
Medullosa and evolutionary
trends in gymnosperm
phloem (Smoot, Edith L.)
pal ynomorphs: Aulacotheca
col 1 icol a n . sp
.
(Medul losaceae ) from the
Early Pennsy 1 vanian of the
Illinois Basin (Mickle,
dames E
.
)
Fungal chl amydospores
from the Pennsy 1 vanian of
North America (Wagner,
Cynthia A
.
)
The ul trastructure of
Paleozoic fern spores; II,
Scol ecopter i s
(Maratt iales) (Millay,
Michael A.)
pter i dopnytes : Cormorphyton
gen. nov
.
; a cormose
lycopod from the Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian Mazon Creek
flora (Pigg, Kathleen B.)
Phloem structure in the
Carboniferous fern
Psaronius ( Maratt i al es )
(Smoot , Edi th L . )
Studies of Paleozoic
maratt ial eans ; the
morphology and probable
affinities of Telangium
pygmaeum (Millay, Michael
A.)
The fine structure of
fossil plant cell walls
(Smoot , Edith L.
)
paleocl imatology--Quaternary
Climatic implications of
radiocarbon- da ted
molluscan assemblages from
Illinois, Indiana and Ohio
(Mi 1 ler , Barry B
.
)
pa leoeco logy- -conodonts
Pennsy I vani an : Conodont
fauna of the Sellers
Limestone Member
( Pennsy 1 vanian, Morrowan)
of southern Illinois
(Merri 11, Glen K.)
pa 1 eoeco 1 ogy- -gymnosperms
Pennsy I vani an: Morphology
and systematics of
Cordaites of Pennsy 1 vanian
coal swamps of EurameMca
(Costanza, Suzanne Helene)
pa 1 eoeco 1 ogy-- i nterpretat i on
archaeology: Pal ynol ogi cal
appl 1cat ions to
archaeology; an overview
(King, James E . )
pa 1 eoeco 1 ogy- - I nvertebra ta
Pennsy I vani an: Biota of a
Pennsy 1 vani an muddy coast;
habitats within the
Mazonian delta complex.
Northeast Illinois (Baird,
Gordon C
.
)
pa 1 eoeco logy- -mo 1 lusks
Quaternary: Climatic
impl icat ions of
radiocarbon -da ted
molluscan assemblages from
Illinois, Indiana and Ohio
(Mi 1 ler , Barry B
.
)
pa 1 eoeco 1 ogy- -Pennsy 1 vani an
Arborescent Lycopod
reproduction and
pa leoeco logy in a
coal -swap environment of
late Middle Pennsy 1 vanian
age (Herr in Coal
,
II 1 inois, U.S.A. )
(Dimichele, William A.)
-- Early-Middle
Pennsy 1 van i an environments
of Northwest Illinois
interpretated from
palynology and lithofacies
sequences (Isbell, John
L. )
Maceral distributions in
Illinois coals and their
pa 1 eoenv i ronmenta
1
implications (Harvey,
Richard D
.
)
pa leoeco logy- -Pi sees
Pennsy I vani an: Reproduction
and spawning sites of
Rhabdoderma (Pisces,
Osteichthyes , Actinistia)
in Pennsy 1 vanian deposits
of 111 inois
, USA
(Schultze, Hans-Peter)
pa leoeco logy- -PI antae
Pennsy I vani an: Biota of a
Pennsy 1 vanian muddy coast;
habitats within the
Mazonian delta complex.
Northeast Illinois (Baird,
Gordon C
.
)
pa 1 eoeco 1 ogy- -Quaternary
Hopwood Farm pal eoeco 1 ogy ; a
Geoche 1 one-conta i n i ng
1 1 1 i no i an- Sangamon i an
biota from the type
region, central Illinois
(King, James E . )
pal eoeco 1 ogy- -Tri lobi ta
Ordovician: Systematics and
pa leoeco logy of Upper
Ordovician trilobltes from
the Selkirk Member of the
Red River Formation,
southern Manitoba
(Westrop, S . R . )
pa 1 eogeography- -M i ss i ss i pp i an
Subsurface geology and
pal eogeography of the
lower Ste. Genevieve
Limestone in Hamilton
County, Illinois (Tharp,
T imothy C
.
)
pal eogeography- - Pa 1 eozo i c
Structural relationships of
the Cottage Grove and
Shawneetown fault systems
near Equality. Illinois,
as inferred from
geophysical data (Strunk,
Kevin Lee)
Subject Index 43
pa 1 eogeography/pteri dophytes
pa 1 eogeography- - Pennsy 1 van i an
Pa 1 eotopography and
paleoecology of Early
Pennsy 1 van i an nonswamp
("upland") environments in
western Illinois (Leary,
R i chard L . )
paleomagneti sm--Ordovician
Pal eomagnet 1 sm of the Neda
iron one, Maquoketa Shale
and Oueenstone Shale
(Kean, w. F
.
)
pa 1 eomagnet i sm- -Pennsy 1 van i an
Pa 1 eomagnet ic results from
the siderite nodules of
Mazon Creek, Illinois
(Scotese, Christopher P..)
paleontology
Amphi bi
a
: Smal
1
temnospondyl amphibians
from the Middle
Pennsyl vanian of Illinois
(Mi lner . A . R
.
)
Bryozoa: Trophic
structuring in meshwork
fenestrate Bryozoa from a
Valmeyeran, M i ss l ss i ppian
(Warsaw Formation)
assemblage (Snyder, Edward
M. )
Echi nodermat a: An
occurrence of
Mi ss i ss ippi an
edr i osteroids in western
Illinois (Dravage, Philip)
I nvertebrat a: Biota of a
Pennsy 1 vani an muddy coast;
habitats within the
Mazonian delta complex.
Northeast Illinois (Baird,
Gordon C
.
)
Mollusca: Occurrence of the
hautiloid genus
Foordiceras in the
Pennsy 1 vani an Period of
North America (Tucker,
John K.
)
Pisces: On the microscopic
anatomy and possible
function of the
spi ne- "brush" complex of
Stethacanthus
( Elasmobranchi i
:
Symmoriida) (Zangerl,
Rainer
)
Reproduction and
spawning sites of
Rhabdoderma (Pisces,
Osteichthyes , Actlnistia)
in Pennsy 1 vanian deposits
of Illinois, USA
(Schultze, Hans-Peter)
Trilobita: Systematics and
paleoecology of Upper
Ordovician trilobites from
the Selkirk Member of the
Red River Formation,
southern Manitoba
(Westrop, S . R . )
Paleosols see under soils;see
under glaciation under
glacial geology
paleotemperature see geologic
thermometry under fluid
incl us ions
Paleozoic see also under
strat igraphy
palynomorphs--biostratigraphy
Cret aceous : Pa 1 ynol og i ca
1
investigations in the
Upper Cretaceous and
Tertiary of the
Mississippi Embayment
region; V (Tschudy, Robert
H. )
pa 1 ynomorphs - -m 1 ospores
Pennsy I vani an: Aulacotheca
col 1 icol a n . sp
.
(Medul losaceae ) from the
Early Pennsy 1 vanian of the
Illinois Basin (Mickle,
dames E . )
Early-Middle
Pennsyl vanian environments
of Northwest Illinois
i nterpretated from
palynology and lithofacies
sequences (Isbell, John
L.)
Fungal chl amydospores
from the Pennsy 1 vani an of
North America (Wagner,
Cynthia A
.
)
Profile patterns of coal
and peat palynology in the
Herrin (No. 6) Coal
Member, Carbondale
Formation, Middle
Pennsy 1 vani an of southern
Illinois (Mahaffy, James
F.)
The ul trastructure of
Paleozoic fern spores; II,
Scolecopter i s
(Maratt iales ) (M1 1 1 ay
,
Michael A
.
PI ei stocene : Wisconsinan
interstadial vegetation of
northern Illinois (Meyers,
Rebecca L.
Quaternary : Pal ynol og i cal
appl Icat ions to
archaeology; an overview
(King, James E
.
)
paragenes i s - -f 1 uorspar
The chemical and thermal
evolution of the fluids in
the Cave- in-Rock fluorspar
di strict
,
1 1 1 i nois ;
mineralogy, paragenes is,
and fluid inclusions
(Richardson, Catherine K.)
Pennsylvanian see also under
strat igraphy ; see also under
stratigraphy under Midwest
Permian see also under
strat igraphy
petroleum see also under
economic geology
Phanerozoic see also
Quaternary
phosphates see under minerals
physical geography see
geomorphol ogy
Pi sces--Elasmobranchi i
Pa I eozoi c : On the
microscopic anatomy and
possible function of the
spi ne- "brush" complex of
Stethacanthus
( E 1 asmobranchi i :
Symmoriida) (Zangerl,
Rainer
)
Pi sces--Osteichthyes
Pennsy I v ani an : Reproduction
and spawning sites of
Rhabdoderma (Pisces,
Osteichthyes, Actinistia)
in Pennsylvanian deposits
of Illinois, USA
(Schultze, Hans-Peter)
placers--gold ores
Mi dcont i nent : Placer gold
in the Midwest (Maslowski,
Andy)
Plantae see also algae; ferns;
fungi; gymnosperm flora;
gymnosperms
;
pal ynomorphs
;
pter idophytes
PI antae- -paleoecology
Pennsy
I
vani an: Biota of a
Pennsylvanian muddy coast;
habitats within the
Mazonian delta complex.
Northeast Illinois (Baird,
Gordon C
.
)
Pleistocene see also under
strat i graphy; see also under
stratigraphy under symposia
pollution see also under
environmental geology; waste
di sposal
Precambrian see also under
strat igraphy
pteri dophytes see a I so ferns
pteridophytes--F i 1 i cops i da
Pennsy I vani an:
Morphological plasticity
in a Pecopteris leaf from
the Middle Pennsylvanian
of southern Illinois
(Gastaldo, Robert A.)
Phloem structure in the
Carboniferous fern
Psaronius ( Marat t ia 1 es
)
(Smoot . Edi th L.
)
Studies of Paleozoic
maratt ial eans ; the
morphology and probable
affinities of Telangium
pygmaeum (Mil lay, Michael
A. )
pteri dophytes --Lycopsi da
Pennsy I vani an : Arborescent
Lycopod reproduction and
paleoecology in a
coal -swap environment of
late Middle Pennsylvanian
age (Herrin Coal
,
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pteridophytes/sedimentary rocks
I 1 1 inois. U.S.A. )
(Dimichele, William A.)
-
- Cormorphyton gen. nov
.
;
a cormose 1 ycopod from the
Middle Pennsy 1 vanian Mazon
Creek flora (Pigg,
Kathleen B
.
)
pteridophytes—morphology
u I t rast ructure : The fine
structure of fossil plant
cell walls (Smoot. Edith
L. )
pyrite see under sulfides
under minerals
Quaternary see also under
strat igraphy
Quaternary—strat igraphy
archaeol ogy : Pa 1 ynol ogical
appl icat ions to
archaeology; an overview
(King, James E
.
)
radioactive dating see
absolute age
radiocarbon dating see
absolute age
rad i urn- -geochemi stry
ground water: Isotopic
studies of the natural
sources of radium in
groundwater in Illinois
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
rad i urn- - i sotopes
ground water: Hydrogeol ogic
and geochemi ca 1 studies of
selected natural
radioisotopes and barium
in groundwater in Illinois
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
rare earths--geochemistry
do I omi t i zat i on: Multiple
episodes of dol omi t izat ion
in the Burlington-Keokuk
Limestone (Middle
Mi ss iss ippian) ; evidence
from trace element and
isotopic variations
(Banner, J . L . )
reclamation see also under
environmental geology
remote sensing see also
geophysical methods;
geophysical surveys
resistivity see under
electrical logging under
wel 1 - 1 ogging
rivers see under fluvial
features under geomorphol ogy
rock mechanics see also soil
mechanics
rock mechanics—case studies
elastic const ant s : TBM
performance prediction
using rock fracture
parameters (Nelson, P. P.)
underground mining: The
classification and
evaluation of roof rocks
for an underground coal
mine by sonic logging
( Humme 1 dor f , Raymond
George)
rock mechanics --deformation
finite element.analysi.s:
Borehole diameter as a
factor in borehole jack
results (Shuri, Frank S.)
stress: Rock mechanics
studies at the Calumet
Pumping Station, Chicago,
Illinois (Shuri, Frank S.)
rock mechanics—materials
,
properties
compressive st rength:
Studies of the Mt
. Simon
Sandstone as a potential
storage reservoir for
compressed air (P incus,
Howard J
.
)
expansive materials:
Swelling behavior of
shales associated with
Illinois coal mines
(Huang, Scott L
.
)
physical propert i es
:
Characterization of the
Precambrian granite in
northwestern Illinois
(Coates, Mary Sue)
shear st rengt h : Engineering
properties of the
Maquoketa Shale in
northwestern Illinois
(Preber, Terje)
strength: A comparative
evaluation of rock
strength measures
(Gunsal lus , K . L
.
)
tens;'/e st rengt h : Coal ana
rock properties for
premine planning and mine
design (Thill, Richard E.)
rock mechanics- -si te
exploration
porous mater i al s : Site
characterization for
injection of compressed
air into an aquifer
(Al len, Robert D
.
rock mechanics --techniques
i nstruments : Ground control
technology transfer
problems in metal and coal
mines of the U.S.A.
(Scott , James J
.
rub i d i urn- - i sotopes
Rb-S7/Sr-86: Effects of
cation-exchange treatment
and acid leaching on the
Rb-Sr system of illite
from Fithlan, Illinois
(Krai 1k . Martin)
sandstone see also under
clastic rocks under
sedimentary rocks
sedimentary petrology
di agenesi s : Petrography,
di agenesis and
deposit 1onal models of the
St. Louis Limestone,
Valmeyeran (Middle
Mi ssi ssippian) , Illinois
Basin. U.S.A. (Diaby,
Ibrahima
)
Regional variations of
porosity and cement; St.
Peter and Mount Simon
sandstones in Illinois
Basin (Hoholick. John
Daniel )
sedi ment ary rocks:
Delineation of a sandstone
channel within a coal bed
using high resolution
surface seismic (Martt,
Shi r ley
)
Earl y to Middl
e
Pennsy 1 vani an changes in
paleoslope and sediment
source terranes in
Northwest Illinois
( Isbel 1 , John L.
)
Evidence from the Herrin
No. 6 Coal seam for pre-
and post-burial
differences in the sulfur
and mineral contents of
peat (Crelling, John C.)
Fluid inclusions in
Burlington Limestone
(Middle Mlssissippian) ;
evidence for multiple
dewatering events from
Illinois Basin (Smith, F.
D. )
Maceral distributions in
Illinois coals and their
pa 1 eoenv i ronmen'ta 1
implications (Harvey,
R i chard D . )
Sol vent- induced changes
in the visible
transmission spectrum of
I 1 1 i noi s No . 6 coa 1 ;
enhancement of light
transmission through a
microporous solid by
sol vent- i nduced index
matching of the pores
(Gethner , J . S
.
)
Subsurface geology and
pal eogeography of the
lower Ste. Genevieve
Limestone in Hamilton
County, Illinois (Tharp,
Timothy C.
)
sed i ment ary structures: The
Mazon Creek nodules
(Konecny, Jim)
sedimentary rocks see also
sedimentary structures;
sedimentation; sediments
sedimentary rocks—carbonate
rocks
limestone: Fluid inclusions
in Burlington Limestone
(Middle Mi ss iss ippian) ;
evidence for multiple
dewatering events from
Illinois Basin (Smith. F.
D.)
Subject Index 45
sedimentary rocks/sedimentary rocks
Multiple episodes of
dol omi t izat ion in the
Burl ington-Keokuk
Limestone (Middle
Mi ss 1 ss ipp lan) ; evidence
from trace element and
isotopic variations
( Banner , J . L
.
)
litnofacies: Carbonate sand
shoals in the Middle
Mi ss
i
ssippian (Valmeyeran)
Salem-St. Louis-Ste.
Genevieve limestone.
Illinois Basin (Cluff,
Robert M
.
)
marine env i ronment
:
Ullin-Fort Payne, a
M1 ssi ss lppian shallow to
deep water carbonate
transition in a cratonic
basin ( L i neback . Jerry A.)
sedimentary rocks--clast ic
rocks
sandstone: Delineation of a
sandstone channel within a
coal bed using high
resolution surface seismic
(Martt, Shirley)
Early to Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian changes in
paleoslope and sediment
source terranes in
Northwest Illinois
(Isbel 1 , John L.
)
Regional variations of
porosity and cement: St.
Peter and Mount Simon
sandstones in Illinois
Basin (Hoholick, John
Daniel
)
Strat igraphic
interpretations of sub-Mt
.
Simon sediments from three
deep borings in Illinois,
Kentucky, and Tennessee
(Schwalb, Howard R.)
turbidite: Bailey Limestone
(Lower Devonian) of
southwestern Illinois; a
carbonate turbidite
(Carozzi , Albert V.
)
sedimentary
rocks—geochemistry
trace elements: Evidence
from the Herrin No. 6 Coal
seam for pre- and
post-burial differences in
the sulfur and mineral
contents of peat
(Crel 1 ing, John C
.
)
sedimentary rocks--l i thof acies
env i ronment a I anal ysi s
:
Rhythmic sedimentation and
stratigraphy of the Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian Francis
Creek Shale near
Braidwood, Illinois
(Kuecher. Gerald Joseph)
sedimentary rocks --organic
res i dues
coal: Analytical results
fr.om the inter 1 aboratory
sample from the Herrin
(No. 6) coal bed; A, X-ray
diffraction analysis
(Renton, John J
.
)
Analytical results from
the inter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; B, Infrared
analysis (Painter, Paul
C.)
Analytical results from
the inter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; E, Qualitative
clay mineral analysis
(Dean, R . S
.
)
Analytical results from
the inter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; F, Scanning
electron microscopy study
(Finkelman, Robert B.)
Analytical results from
the inter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; G, Scanning
electron microscopy,
automated image analysis
(Huggins , F
. E
.
)
Analytical results from
the inter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; H, Magnetic
contamination of the
pulverized i nter 1 aboratory
sample (Senftle, Frank E.)
Analytical results from
the inter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; I, Mineralogy of
"deminera 1 ized" coal
(Finkelman, Robert B.)
Analytical results from
the inter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; J, Analysis of
the low-temperature ash
from the i nter 1 aboratory
sample by analytical
electron microscopy
(Guven, Necip)
Basic characteristics of
the i nter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed (Stanton, R. W.)
Descriptive oxidative
profiles for pyrite in the
low temperature ash
component of coals by
differential thermal
analysis (Earnest, C. M.)
Experimental design and
preparation of a
homogeneous sample (Fiene,
Faith L
.
)
Inter 1 aboratory
comparison of mineral
constituents in a coal
sample from Illinois;
introduction (Finkelman,
Robert B
.
)
Inter 1 aboratory
comparison of mineral
constituents in a sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed from Illinois
(Finkelman, Robert B.)
I nter 1 aboratory study of
the Herrin (No. 6) coal
bed sample; conclusions
and recommendations
(Mi 1 ler , Robert N.
)
Isotopic evidence for
the origin of sulfur in
the Herrin (No. 6) Coal
member of Illinois
(Westgate, Linda M.)
Maceral distributions in
Illinois coals and their
pal eoenv i ronmental
implications (Harvey,
Richard D
.
)
Major and trace elements
content of the Springfield
V Coal in southwestern
Indiana (Yates, Martin G.)
Microscopic IR
spectroscopy of coals
(Brenner, Douglas)
Petrography and
deposit i ona 1 environment
of the Herrin (No. 6) Seam
in central, eastern and
northwestern Illinois
( Russel 1 , Suzanne
Jeannette)
Sol vent- i nduced changes
in the visible
transmission spectrum of
I 1 1 i no is No . 6 coal
;
enhancement of light
transmission through a
microporous solid by
sol vent- i nduced index
n.atching of the pores
(Gethner. J. S.)
The methodology of
1 ow- temperature ashing
(Mi 1 ler , Robert N. )
coal balls: Coal i f icat ion
of organic matter in coal
balls of the Pennsyl vanian
(Upper Carboniferous) of
the Illinois Basin, United
States (Lyons, Paul C.)
maceral s: Characterization
of coal macerals by
fluorescence microscopy
(Crel 1 ing, John C
.
sedimentary rocks—properties
strengtn: The
classification and
evaluation of roof rocks
for an underground coal
mine by sonic logging
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sedimentary rocks/sediments
(Hummel dorf , Raymond
George)
sedimentary rocks --textures
oolitic texture: Subsurface
geology and pal eogeography
of the lower Ste.
Genevieve Limestone in
Hamilton County. Illinois
(Tharp. Timothy C.)
sedimentary structures see
also sedimentary rocks:
sed i merits
sedimentary
structures--envi ronmental
analysis
indicators: Depositional
environments of the St.
Peter Sandstone of the
upper Midwest (Winfree,
Keith Evan)
sedimentary structures—planar
bedding structures
cycl othems : Depositional
history of an Upper
Pennsy 1 vanian cyclothem. in
the Illinois Basin and
comparison to Kansas
cyclothemic sequences
(Scheihing, Mark H.
)
rhythmi c bedding: Rhythmic
sedimentation and
stratigraphy of the Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian Francis
Creek Shale near
Braidwood, Illinois
(Kuecher, Gerald Joseph)
sedimentary
structures --secondary
structures
concret i ons : Pal eomagnet ic
results from the siderite
nodules of Mazon Creek,
II 1 inois (Scotese,
Chr i stopher R
.
)
The Mazon Creek nodules
(Konecny, Jim)
sedimentation--cycl 1c
processes
nearshore sedi ment at i on:
Rhythmic sedimentation and
stratigraphy of the Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian Francis
Creek Shale near
Braidwood, Illinois
(Kuecher, Gerald Joseph)
transgression: Depositional
history of an Upper
Pennsy 1 vanian cyclothem in
the Illinois Basin and
comparison to Kansas
cyclothemic sequences
(Scheming. Mark H. )
sed 1 ment a 1 1 on- -depos i t i on
regress i on ana I ys i s : Trace
element geochemistry of
the New Albany Shale Group
( Devon i an-M1ssissippian)
1n Illinois; implications
for depositional
environment (Frost, Joyce
K.)
sedimentation--envi ronment
coastal environment: Biota
of a Pennsy 1 vanian muddy
coast; habitats within the
Mazonian delta complex.
Northeast Illinois (Baird,
Gordon C . )
fluvial env i ronment :
Depositional environments
of strata of late
Desmoineslan age overlying
the Herrin (No. 6) Coal in
southwestern Illinois and
the occurrence of
low-sulfur coal (Palmer,
James E
.
)
Holocene landscape
evolution and
archeologlcal site
location in the lower
Illinois River valley
region, USA (Hajic, Edwin
R.)
Paleoenvi ronments and
distribution of low-sulfur
coal in 1 1 1 i noi s
(Treworgy, Colin G.)
gl aciol acustr i ne
env i ronment : The Carthage
buried bedrock valley
system, west central
Illinois; a model glacial
val ley (Hess, D. F . )
lithofacies: Depositional
environments of the St.
Peter Sandstone of the
upper Midwest (Winfree,
Keith Evan)
marine environment:
Ullin-Fort Payne, a
Mi ssiss ippian shallow to
deep water carbonate
transition in a cratonic
basin (Lineback, Jerry A.)
paludal environment:
Early-Middle Pennsy 1 vanian
environments of Northwest
Illinois i nterpretated
from palynology and
lithofacies sequences
(Isbel 1 , John L.
)
Petrography and
depositional environment
of the Herrin (No. 6) Seam
in central, eastern and
northwestern Illinois
(Russell, Suzanne
Jeannette)
terrestrial environment:
Early Pennsy 1 vanian
pal eotopogrphy and
depositional environments,
Rock Island County,
Illinois (Leary, Richard
L. )
sed 1 ment at i on- -provenance
heavy minerals: Early to
Middle Pennsy 1 vanian
changes in paleoslope and
sediment source terranes
in Northwest Illinois
( Isbel 1 , John L.
)
sed i mentat i on- -sedi ment at i on
rates
changes : Comparative
anatomy of cratonic
unconformities (Sloss, L.
L. )
sed i mentat i on- - transport
stream transport:
Hydraulics of flow and
sediment transport in the
Kankakee River in Illinois
(Bhowmik, Nani G .- )
Relationship between the
geomorphic parameters and
the sediment transport
characteristics of the
Spoon River basin in
Illinois (Bhowmik, Nani
G. )
Sediment budget in
Illinois small watershed
( Lee, Ming T
.
)
Sediment transport in
Kankakee River basin
(Demissie, Misganaw)
The effect of sediment
type and flooding on the
channel characteristics of
Hutchlns Creek-Clear
Creek, Union County,
Illinois (Kistler, Barbara
R.)
sediments see also sedimentary
rocks; sedimentary
structures; sedimentation
sediments—clastic sediments
di ami ct on: Strat l graphic
relationships of the
Capron Till Member of the
Winnebago Formation
(Krumm, Robert J.)
Winnebago and Glasford
Formation diamictons at
the Nimtz Quarry section
(Berg, Richard C
.
)
flint clay: Lithium, a
preliminary survey of its
mineral occurrence in
flint clay and related
rock types in the United
States (Tourtelot, Harry
A. )
loess: A correlation of
Lower Mississippi Valley
loesses to the glaciated
Midwest (McKay, E. Donald.
Ill)
outwash : Rockford Terrace,
a late Illinoian outwash
surface (Follmer, Leon R.)
till: Insltu measurement of
hydraulic conductivity and
recharge through
Wi scons i nan age till,
northeastern Illinois
(Berggreen, Richard G.)
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seismic methods /spectroscopy
seismic methods see under
geophysical methods
seismic surveys see under
geophysical surveys
seismology see also
engineering geology
seismology
earthquakes: Central
Missi ssippi Val ley
earthquakes; 1981
(Stauder . W.
)
Central Mississippi
Valley earthquakes; 1982
(Stauder, W.
elastic waves: Shallow
shear wave models inferred
from short period Rayleigh
wave dispersion (Woods, M.
T. )
se i smo 1 ogy--earthquakes
epicenters: Central
Mississippi Valley
earthquakes; 1981
(Stauder, W.
Central Mississippi
Valley earthquakes; 1982
( Stauder , W.
The seismicity of the
New Madrid seismic zone
(Herrmann. Robert B.)
seismicity: Estimation of
earthquake effects
associated with a great
earthquake in the New
Madrid seismic zone
(Hopper, Margaret G.)
seismology-elastic waves
Rayleigh waves: Shallow
shear wave models inferred
from short period Rayleigh
wave dispersion (Woods, M.
T. )
shore features see under
geomorpho 1 ogy
Silurian see also under
strat 1 graphy
silver ores see also under
economic geology
slope stability see also
engineering geology;
geomorpho 1 ogy ; see also under
engineering geology under
automatic data processing
soil mechanics see also rock
mechani cs
soil mechani cs--earth pressure
analysis: Finite element
analyses of Lock and Dam
26 cofferdam (Clough, G.
Wayne
)
soil mechani cs--materi als,
properties
cyclic loading: Uncertainty
in soi 1 -structure
interaction analysis of a
nuclear power plant (Chen,
J. C. )
soil mechanics --methods
mercury i nt rusi on methods:
Moisture curve of
compacted clay; mercury
intrusion method
( Prapaharan
, S . )
soi Is
c I assi f i cat i on : Perceiving
and defining soils on
disturbed land (Indorante,
S. J. )
C I ay sol /s: Water
management on claypan
soils in the Midwest
(Sipp. S. K.
)
conservation: Soil
var iabi 1 i ty on
surface-mined and
undisturbed land in
southern II
1
inois
( Indorante, S . J . )
maps: Soil survey of Henry
County, Illinois (Elmer,
S. L. )
Soil survey of Lee
County, Illinois (Zwicker,
S. E. )
morphology: Physical and
chemical characteristics
of pre-mine soils and
post-mine soil mixtures in
Illinois (Snarski, R. R.)
Subsurface horizon
blending; an alternative
strategy to B horizon
replacement for the
construction of post-mine
soils (McSweeney, K.)
organic materials:
Comparison of models for
determining stability
constants of metal
complexes with humic
substances (Fitch, Alanah)
Pal eosol
s
; The Farmdale and
Sangamon soils at the
Wempletown souitheast
section, Winnebago County,
Illinois (McKenna, Dennis
P.)
soil erosion: Conceptual
models of erosion and
sedimentation in Illinois;
Volume 1, Project summary
(Bhowmik , Nani G.
)
soi Is- -surveys
A comparison of laboratory
and field determined
values of hydraulic
conductivity at a waste
disposal site (Herzog,
Beverly L
.
)
Comparison of models for
determining stability
constants of metal
complexes with humic
substances (Fitch, Alanah)
Conceptual models of
erosion and sedimentation
in Illinois; Volume 1,
Project summary (Bhowmik,
Nam G
. )
Holocene landscape
evolution and
archeol og ical site
location in the lower
Illinois River valley
region, USA (Hajic, Edwin
R. )
Perceiving and defining
soils on disturbed land
( Indorante , S . J
.
)
Physical and chemical
characteristics of
pre-mine soils and
post-mine soil mixtures in
Illinois (Snarski, R. R.)
Soil; an uncertain
medium for waste disposal
( Fol Imer , Leon R .
Soil survey of Henry
County, Illinois (Elmer,
S. L. )
Soil survey of Lee
County, Illinois (Zwicker,
S. E. )
Soil variability on
surface-mined and
undisturbed land in
southern Illinois
( Indorante. S . J
.
Subsurface horizon
blending; an alternative
strategy to B horizon
replacement for the
construction of post-mine
soils (McSweeney, K.)
The Farmdale and
Sangamon soils at the
Wempletown souitheast
section, Winnebago County,
Illinois (McKenna, Dennis
P. )
Water management on
claypan soils in the
Midwest (Sipp, S . K
.
)
Water resource data and
trend analysis for the
Blue Creek Watershed
Project; Pike County,
1 1 1 inois. Phase III
(Davenport, Thomas E.)
Midwest: Statistical
model ing of the
variability of selected
Colo soil properties
(Col 1 ins, M. E . )
solution features see under
geomorphology
spectrometry see spectroscopy
spectroscopy see also chemical
analysis; electron
microscopy; thermal
analysis; X-ray analysis
spectroscopy- -methods
infrared spect roscopy
:
Analytical results from
the inter laboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; B, Infrared
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spectroscopy/strat
1 graphy
analysis (Painter, Paul
C. )
Mossbauer spectroscopy:
Analytical results from
the 1 nter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; D, Quantitative
analysis of pyritic sulfur
by means of Mossbauer
spectroscopy (Montana,
Pedro A . )
springs see also ground water
stratigraphy
archaeol ogy : Ancient
earthworks (Sowers, George
F. )
Archeomagnet ic results
from Modoc Rock Shelter
(Wol f man, D . )
Cultural and
pal eobiol ogical resources
and siting modern
facilities; the need for
and methods of prudent
management of records of
the past (Wiant. Michael
D.)
Holocene landscape
evolution and
archeol ogical site
location in the lower
Illinois River valley
region, USA (Hajic, Edwin
R. )
The provenience of
galena from
Archaic/Woodland sites in
northeastern North
America; lead isotope
evidence (Farquhar, Ronald
M. )
Carboni ferous : Swamp
vegetation from
Grand'Croix (Stephanian)
and Autun (Autunian),
France, and comparisons
with coal-ball peats of
the 111 i noi s Basi n
(Galtier, Jean)
Cenozoi c : Trench
exploration of
strat igraphic offsets at
Sam Moses' Quarry, Mounds.
Illinois (McKeown, Frank
A. )
Cret aceous: Pal ynol ogical
investigations in the
Upper Cretaceous and
Tertiary of the
Mississippi Embayment
region; V (Tschudy, Robert
H.)
Devoni an: Bailey Limestone
(Lower Devonian) of
southwestern Illinois; a
carbonate turbidite
(Carozz i , A lbert V
.
)
guidebook: Deposit ional
environments and
correlation problems of
the Wedron Formation
(Wi scons inan) in
northeastern Illinois.
(Johnson, W. Hilton)
Hoi ocene : A strat i graph ic
study of beach features on
the southwestern shore of
Lake Michigan; new
evidence of Holocene lake
level fluctuations
( Larsen, Curt is E
.
)
Holocene landscape
evolution and
archeol ogical site
location in the lower
Illinois River valley
region, USA (Hajic, Edwin
R. )
M1 ssl ssippi an: Carbonate
sand shoals in the Middle
Missi ssippian (Val meyeran
)
Salem-St. Louis-Ste.
Genevieve limestone,
Illinois Basin (Cluff,
Robert M.
)
Preliminary statement on
Mississ ippian calcareous
foraminif eral successions
of the Midcontinent (USA)
and their correlation to
Western Europe (Baxter. J.
W. )
Some notes on larger
invertebrates and the
Genevievian-Chester ian
boundary (Horowitz, Alan
Stanley)
The Chaetetella Zone in
the Kinkaid Limestone
(Mi ss i ss ippian) ; a useful
strat i graphi c marker along
the southern rim of the
Eastern Interior
(Illinois) Basin (Trace,
Robert D
.
The
Merameci an/Chester ian
boundary in the western
part of the Illinois Basin
(Jennings, James R.)
Type section of the
Yankeetown Formation
(Jennings. J . R
.
)
LIT 1 in- Fort Payne, a
Missi ssippian shallow to
deep water carbonate
transition in a cratonic
basin (Lineback. Jerry A.)
Ordovician: Pa 1 eomagnet i sm
of the Neda iron ore,
Maquoketa Shale and
Queenstone Shale (Kean, W.
F.)
Systemat ics and
paleoecology of Upper
Ordovician trilobltes from
the Selkirk Member of the
Red River Formation,
southern Manitoba
( Westrop, S . R . )
Trenton strata in
western Illinois Basin,
Brown and Schuyler
counties, Illinois
( Pochel , Randy M
.
)
Pal eozoi c : Comparative
anatomy of cratonic
unconformities (Sloss, L.
L. )
Pennsyl vani an: Arborescent
Lycopod reproduction and
paleoecology in a
coal -swap environment of
late Middle Pennsyl vani an
age (Herrin Coal,
I 1
1
inois
. U.S.A.)
(Dimichele, William A.)
Atokan Series concepts
with special reference to
the Illinois Basin and
Iowa (Shaver, Robert H.)
Conodont fauna of the
Sellers Limestone Member
( Pennsyl vani an, Morrowan)
of southern Illinois
(Merri 1 1 . Glen K.
)
Depositional
environments of strata of
late Desmoinesian age
overlying the Herrin (No.
6) Coal in southwestern
1 1 1 inoi s and the
occurrence of low-sulfur
coal (Palmer, James E.)
Depositional history of
an Upper Pennsyl vanian
cyclothem in the Illinois
Basin and comparison to
Kansas cyclothemic
sequences (Scheihing, Mark
H. )
Early-Middle
Pennsyl vani an environments
of Northwest Illinois
i nterpretated from
palynology and lithofades
sequences (Isbell. John
L. )
Early Pennsyl vanian
pal eotopogrphy and
depositional environments.
Rock Island County,
Illinois (Leary, Richard
L.)
Morphological plasticity
in a Pecopteris leaf from
the Middle Pennsyl vani an
of southern Illinois
(Gastaldo, Robert A.)
Paleomagnet ic results
from the siderlte nodules
of Mazon Creek, Illinois
(Scotese. Christopher R.)
Pal eotopography and
paleoecology of Early
Pennsyl vanian nonswamp
("upland") environments In
western Illinois (Leary,
R ichard L . )
Subject Index 49
strat i graphy/sul f ur
Pennsyl vanian geology,
coal, and coal bed methane
resources of the Illinois
Basin; Illinois. Indiana,
and Kentucky (Archer, Paul
L.)
Profile patterns of coal
and peat palynology in the
Herrin (No. 6) Coal
Member, Carbondale
Formation, Middle
Pennsyl vanian of southern
Illinois (Mahaffy, James
F. )
Rhythmic sedimentation
and stratigraphy of the
Middle Pennsyl vani an
Francis Creek Shale near
Braidwood, Illinois
(Kuecher, Gerald Joseph)
Use of conodont genus
Gondol el la in
high-resol ut ion
biostrat igraphic zonation
of Middle-Upper
Pennsyl vanian rocks,
central North America
(Merri 1 1 , Glen K.
)
Permian: Swamp vegetation
from Grand'Croix
(Stephanian) and Autun
(Autunian), France, and
comparisons with coal -ball
peats of the Illinois
Basin (Galtier, Jean)
Pleistocene: A review of
the Esmond Till Member
( Fol lmer , Leon R
.
Deposit ional
environments and
correlation problems of
the Wedron Formation
(Wiscons inan) in
northeastern Illinois
(Johnson, W. Hilton)
Geology and
geomorphol ogy of the Oak
Crest Bog (McKenna, Dennis
P.)
1 1
1
inoian and
Wisconsinan stratigraphy
and environments in
northern Illinois; the
Altonian revisited (Berg,
Richard C
.
)
Revision of the
stratigraphy and
nomenclature of glacial
deposits in central
northern Illinois
(Kempton, John P.)
Rockford Terrace, a late
111 inoian outwash surface
( Fol lmer , Leon R . )
Slope stability for a
strip mine box cut,
Williamson County,
Illinois (Oschman, Kurt
Patrick
)
Strat igraphic
relationships of the
Beaver Creek Sand Member
of the Winnebago Formation
(Berg, Richard C
.
)
Strat igraphic
relationships of the
Capron Till Member of the
Winnebago Formation
(Krumm, Robert J.)
Stratigraphy of the
Oregon Till Member silty
facies and Fairdale Till
Member (Kempton, John P.)
The Farmdale and
Sangamon soils at the
Wempletown souitheast
section, Winnebago County,
Illinois (McKenna, Dennis
P.)
Winnebago and Glasford
Formation diamictons at
the Nimtz Quarry section
(Berg, Richard C
.
)
Wisconsinan interstadial
vegetation of northern
Illinois (Meyers, Rebecca
L.)
Precambri an: Strat
i
graphi
c
interpretations of sub-Mt
.
Simon sediments from three
deep borings in Illinois,
Kentucky, and Tennessee
(Schwalb, Howard R.)
Sub-Mt. Simon sediments
from three deep borings in
Illinois, Kentucky and
Tennessee (Schwalb, Howard
R.)
Quaternary: A correlation
of Lower Mississippi
Valley loesses to the
glaciated Midwest (McKay.
E. Donald, III)
Climatic Implications of
radiocarbon-dated
molluscan assemblages from
Illinois, Indiana and Ohio
(Mi 1 ler, Barry B. )
Hopwood Farm
paleoecol ogy ; a
Geochel one-containing
1 1 1 inoian-Sangamonian
biota from the type
region, central Illinois
(King. James E
.
)
Terraces of the Rock
River valley in southern
Wisconsin and northern
Illinois (Anderson,
Richard C
.
)
The provenience of
gal ena f rom
Archaic/Woodland sites in
northeastern North
America; lead isotope
evidence (Farquhar, Ronald
M. )
Silurian: Niagaran
trilobites of the Racine
Dolomite, Grafton, II.
(Garney , R
.
)
Silurian geology of the
Des Plaines River valley,
northeastern Illinois
( Mikul ic , Donal d G .
)
Tert i ary: Pa 1 ynol ogi ca
1
investigations in the
Upper Cretaceous and
Tertiary of the
Mississippi Embayment
region; V (Tschudy. Robert
H. )
strontium- -isotopes
Sr-87/Sr-86: Effects of
cation-exchange treatment
and acid leaching on the
Rb-Sr system of 111 ite
from Fithian, Illinois
(Krai ik , Mart in)
Multiple episodes of
dolomi t izat ion in the
Burl i ngton-Keokuk
Limestone (Middle
Miss i ss ippian) ; evidence
from trace element and
isotopic variations
(Banner , J . L
.
)
structural geology
faults: Age of faulting in
the Mississippi Embayment
of southern Illinois
(Kolata, D. R.
Structural relationships
of the Cottage Grove and
Shawneetown fault systems
near Equality, Illinois,
as inferred from
geophysical data (Strunk,
Kevin Lee)
neotectoni cs: Neotectonic
effects on river pattern
(Watson, Chester C.)
tectonics: Shawneetown
fault zone. Southeast
Illinois; structure and
petroleum possibilities
( Lumm, Donal d K .
)
sulfides see under minerals
sulfur- -ana lysis
Mossbauer spectroscopy:
Analytical results from
the i nter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; D, Quantitative
analysis of pyritic sulfur
by means of Mossbauer
spectroscopy (Montana,
Pedro A
.
)
sul
f
ui
—
geochemi stry
coal: Evidence from the
Herrin No. 6 Coal seam for
pre- and post-burial
differences in the sulfur
and mineral contents of
peat (Crelling, John C.)
sul f ui— isotopes
S-34/S-32: Isotopic
evidence for the origin of
sulfur in the Herrin
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Isulfur/X-ray diffraction analysis I
(No. 6) Coal member of
Illinois (Westgate, Linda
..
M-)
Isotopic studies of the
natural sources of radium
in groundwater in Illinois
IGilkeson, Robert H.)
sulphur see sulfur
survey organizations see also
associat ions
survey organizations- -current
research
U . S. Ceo I ogi cal Survey:
Cost effectiveness of the
U.S. Geological Survey's
stream-gaging program in
Illinois (Mades, Dean M.)
sympos i a- -strat i graphy
Pleistocene: Illinoian and
Wisconsinan stratigraphy
and environments in
northern Illinois; the
Altonian revisited (Berg,
R i chard C . )
techniques see under detection
under organic mater ial s ; see
under chemical analysis;
electron microscopy; rock
mechani cs ; see under X-ray
diffraction analysis under
X-ray analysis
tectonics see also faults;
structural geology;see also
under structural geology
under Midwest
tectonophys i cs
heat flow: A preliminary
investigation of the
geothermal potential of
the upper Mississippi
Embayment (Roy, R. F.)
tectonophys i cs- -pract i ce
drilling: Continental
Scientific Drilling
Program; an opportunity
for coordinated research
(Andrews, Robert S.)
terraces see under fluvial
features under geomorphol ogy
Tertiary see also under
strat igraphy
theoretical studies see under
clay mineralogy
thermal analysis see also
chemical analysis; electron
microscopy; spectroscopy;
X-ray analysis
thermal analysis--dif ferential
thermal analysis
applications: Descriptive
oxidative profiles for
pynte in the low
temperature ash component
of coals by differential
thermal analysis (Earnest,
C. M. )
thor i urn- - i sotopes
ground water: Hydrogeol ogle
and geochemical studies of
selected natural
radioisotopes and barium
in groundwater in Illinois
(Gilkeson, Robert H.
)
trace elements see under
geochemi s try ; see under
dolomi t izat i on under
diagenes i s
;
see under
geochemistry under
sedimentary rocks
Tri lobita--f aunal studies
Ordov i ci an: Systematics and
paleoecology of Upper
Ordovician trilobites from
the Selkirk Member of the
Red River Formation,
southern Manitoba
(Westrop, S . R
.
)
tr1 lobi tes--biostratigraphy
Si I uri an: Niagaran
trilobites of the Racine
Dolomite, Grafton, II.
(Garney , R
.
)
tritium see also deuterium;
hydrogen
tunnels see also under
engineering geology
underground installations see
also under engineering
geology
underground water see ground
water
United States see also Midwest
uranium—geochemistry
ground water: Isotopic
studies of the natural
sources of radium in
groundwater in Illinois
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
uranium-- isotopes
ground water: Hydrogeo 1 og ic
and geochemical studies of
selected natural
radioisotopes and barium
in groundwater in Illinois
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
U-238/U-234: Uranium
isotopes in ground water
of northern Illinois
(G1 lkeson, R. H.
)
varves see lacustrine features
under geomorphol ogy
Vertebrata see also Amphibia;
Pisces
vertebrates see also mammals
waste disposal see also under
engineering geology;
environmental geology
waste disposal --pol lution
ground water: Utility
experiences related to
existing and proposed
drinking water regulations
(Hess, Alan F
.
)
waste disposal --radioactive
waste
I egi s I at i on: Radioactive
waste; a right to a decent
burial (Tank, Ronald W.)
water see also ground water;
hydrogeol ogy ; hydrology
water resources see also under
economic geology
waterways see also under
engineering geology;see also
under engineering geology
under automatic data
processing; Mississippi
Valley
well -logging see a I so
geophysical surveys
wel 1 -logging- -acoustical
logging
interpretation: The
classification and
evaluation of roof rocks
for an underground coal
mine by sonic logging
( Humme 1 dor f , Raymond
George
)
wel 1 -logging--appl 1 cat ions
tectoni cs : Targeting deep
scientific drilling in the
Midcontinent (Hinze,
wi 1 1 iam 0.
)
wel 1 -logging—electrical
loggi ng
res i st ivity: Nuclear
logging and electrical
earth resistivity
techniques in the vadose
zone in glaciated earth
materials (Reed, Philip
E. )
X-ray analysis see also
chemical analysis;
spectroscopy; thermal
anal ys is
X-ray analysis—X-ray
diffraction analysis
applications: Analytical
results from the
i nter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; A, X-ray
diffraction analysis
( Renton, John J
.
)
Analytical results from
the inter 1 aboratory sample
from the Herrin (No. 6)
coal bed; E, Qualitative
clay mineral analysis
(Dean, R. S
.
)
techniques: The methodology
of low-temperature ashing
(Ml 1 ler, Robert N. )
X-ray diffraction analysis see
under X-ray analysis
I
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COUNTY INDEX
Adams County
Hess, D. F. The Carthage
buried bedrock valley
system, west central
Illinois; a model glacial
val 1 ey
Alexander County
Voelker, David C. A gazetteer
of surface-mine lakes,
Eastern Interior Coal
Province, Illinois
Boone County
Allen, Howard E., Jr. Low-flow
characteristics of streams
in the Kishwaukee River
basin, 1 1 1 inoi s
Berg, Richard C. Geology for
planning in Boone and
Winnebago counties
Berg, Richard C. Strat igraphic
relationships of the Beaver
Creek Sand Member of the
Winnebago Formation
Kempton, John P.
Three-dimensional geologic
mapping; a basis for
hydrogeologic and land-use
eva 1 uat ions
Kempton, John P. Revision of
the stratigraphy and
nomenclature of glacial
deposits in central northern
1 1
1
inois
Kempton, John P.
Three-dimensional geologic
mapping; a basis for
hydrogeologic and land-use
eval uat ions
Krumm, Robert J. Strat 1 graphic
relationships of the Capron
Till Member of the Winnebago
Format ion
Roy, R. F. A preliminary
investigation of the
geothermal potential of the
upper Mississippi Embayment
Brown County
Leary, Richard L.
Paleotopography and
paleoecology of Early
Pennsy 1 vani an nonswamp
("upland") environments in
western 111 inoi s
Leary, Richard L. Early
Pennsy 1 vani an pal eotopogrphy
and depositional
environments. Rock Island
County , 1 1 1 i noi s
Pochel , Randy M. Trenton
strata in western Illinois
Basin, Brown and Schuyler
count ies , I 1
1
inois
Bureau County
Foster, J. B. Geologic and
hydrologic data collected
during 1976-1983 at the
Sheffield low-level
radioactive waste disposal
site and adjacent areas,
Sheffield. 1 1
1
inoi s
Foster, James B. Hydrogeologic
setting east of a low-level
radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield,
1 1
1
inois
Foster, James B. Hydrogeology
of a low- level
radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield,
I 1 1 i noi s
Foster, James B. Sheffield,
111 i no is
Garklavs, George. Measurement
of ground-water velocity
using rhodamine WT dye near
Shef f ield. 111 inois
Gllkeson, Robert H. Definition
of contaminant pathways; an
integrated geophysical and
geological study
Healy, Richard W. Study of the
vadose zone at a low- level
radioactive waste disposal
si te
Champaign County
Poole, Vickie. Supplemental
groundwater supplies for six
small communities in
111 1 no i s
Christian County
Heigold. Paul C. An electrical
earth resistivity survey cf
the Macon-Tayl orvl 1 le
r1dged-dr1ft aquifer
Clark County
Poole, Vickie. Supplemental
groundwater supplies for six
small communities in
I 1 1 i noi s
Clay County
Herring, William C. Hydraulic
conductivity of cast
overburden
CI Inton County
Poole, Vickie. Supplemental
groundwater supplies for six
small communities in
II 1 i no i s
Cook County
Gagnard, Philip E. Temporal
and spatial changes in the
chemistry of carbonate
groundwaters in the Chicago
area
Larsen, Curtis E. A
strat igraphic study of beach
features on the southwestern
shore of Lake Michigan; new
evidence of Holocene lake
level fluctuations
Nielsen, David M. A
cost-effective water supply
alternative for the Chicago
suburban area; artificial
ground water recharge
Crawford County
Lineback, Jerry A. Ullin-Fort
Payne, a Mi ssiss ippian
shallow to deep water
carbonate transition in a
cratonic basin
Pittman, Jon T. Get the lead
out
De Kalb County
Kempton, John P.
Three-dimensional geologic
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Livingston counties,
I 1 1 inoi s
Treworgy, Colin G.
Pal eoenvi ronments and
distribution of low-sulfur
coal in 1 1 1 inoi s
Duquesne Formation
Costanza, Suzanne Helene.
Morphology and systematics
of Cordaites of
Pennsyl vani an coal swamps of
Euramer ica
Smoot, Edith L. Phloem anatomy
of the Carboniferous
pteridosperm Medullosa and
evolutionary trends in
gymnosperm phloem
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Eau Claire Format i on/Herri n Coal Member
Eau Claire Formation
Nielsen. David M. A
cost-effective water supply
"alternative for the Chicago
suburban area; artificial
ground water recharge
Schwa lb. Howard R. Sub-Mt
.
Simon sediments from three
deep borings in Illinois,
Kentucky and Tennessee
Visocky, Adrian P. Geology,
hydrology, and water quality
of the Cambrian and
Ordovician systems in
northern Illinois
Edgewood Dolomite
Sylvester, Al. Underground
pumphouse excavation at the
Mainstream Pumping Station,
Chicago
El wood Formation
Mikulic, Donald G. Silurian
geology of the Des Plaines
River valley, northeastern
1 1 1 inoi s
Em i nence Format i on
Visocky. Adrian P. Geology,
hydrology, and water quality
of the Cambrian and
Ordovician systems in
northern Illinois
Energy Shale
Crelling, John C. Evidence
from the Herri n No. 6 Coal
seam for pre- and
post-burial differences in
the sulfur and mineral
contents of peat
Esmond Till
Follmer, Leon R. A review of
the Esmond Till Member
Falrdale Till
Kempton, John P. Stratigraphy
of the Oregon Till Member
silty facies and Fairdale
Till Member
Fort Payne Formation
Llneback, Jerry A. Ullin-Fort
Payne, a Mi ss i ss ippian
shallow to deep water
carbonate transition in a
cratonic basin
Francis Creek Shale Member
Baird, Gordon C. Biota of a
Pennsy 1 vanian muddy coast;
habitats within the Mazonian
delta complex. Northeast
1 1 1 1 no 1 s
Konecny, Jim. The Mazon Creek
nodu 1 es
Kuecher. Gerald Joseph.
Rhythmic sedimentation and
stratigraphy of the Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian Francis Creek
Shale near Braidwood,
111 inoi s
Scotese, Christopher R.
Pal eomagnet ic results from
the siderite nodules of
Mazon Creek, Illinois
Fredonia Limestone
Horowitz, Alan Stanley. Some
notes on larger
invertebrates and the
Genev ievian-Chesterian
boundary
Tharp. Timothy C. Subsurface
geology and pa 1 eogeography
of the lower Ste. Genevieve
Limestone in Hamilton
County, 1 1 1 inoi s
Galena Oi 1 Shale
Burns, D. A. A transmission
electron microscope
comparison of modern
Botryococcus braunii with
some microfossils previously
refered to that species
Galesville Sandstone Aquifer
Visocky, Adrian P. Geology,
hydrology, and water quality
of the Cambrian and
Ordovician systems in
northern 1 1 1 inoi s
Glasford Formation
Berg, Richard C. Winnebago and
Glasford Formation
diamictons at the Nimtz
Quarry section
Follmer, Leon R. Soil; an
uncertain medium for waste
disposal
Follmer, Leon R. Rockford
Terrace, a late Illinoian
outwash surface
Foster, James B. Hydrogeol ogic
setting east of a low-level
radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield,
111 inois
Foster, James B. Hydrogeology
of a low-level
radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield,
II 1 Inois
Heigold. Paul C. An electrical
earth resistivity survey of
the Macon-Tay 1 orv i 1 1
e
ridged-drift aquifer
Johnson, W. Hilton.
Depositional environments
and correlation problems of
the Wedron Formation
(W1 scons 1 nan) in
northeastern Illinois
Kempton, John P. Revision of
the stratigraphy and
nomenclature of glacial
deposits in central northern
I 1 1 i noi s
Kempton, John P. Stratigraphy
of the Oregon Till Member
silty facies and Fairdale
Till Member
Harrisburg (No. 5) Coal
Treworgy, Colin G.
Pal eoenv i ronments and
distribution of low-sulfur
coal in 1 1 1 i noi s
Henry Forma t i on
Johnson, W. Hilton.
Depositional environments
and correlation problems of
the Wedron Formation
(Wi scons inan) in
northeastern Illinois
Herri n Coal
Martt, Shirley. Delineation of
a sandstone channel within a
coal bed using high
resolution surface seismic
Herrin Coal Member
Dean, R. S. Analytical results
from the i nter 1 aboratory
sample from the Herrin (No.
6) coal bed; E, Qualitative
clay mineral analysis
Dimichele, William A.
Arborescent Lycopod
reproduction and
paleoecology in a coal -swap
environment of late Middle
Pennsyl vanian age (Herrin
Coal , 1 1
1
inois, U.S.A.)
Fiene, Faith L. Experimental
design and preparation of a
homogeneous sample
Finkelman, Robert B.
Analytical results from the
i nter 1 aboratory sample from
the Herrin (No. 6) coal bed;
C, Chemical analysis
Finkelman, Robert B.
Analytical results from the
i nter 1 aboratory sample from
the Herrin (No. 6) coal bed;
F, Scanning electron
microscopy study
Finkelman, Robert B.
Analytical results from the
inter laboratory sample from
the Herrin (No. 6) coal bed;
I , Mi nera 1 ogy of
"demineral i zed" coal
Finkelman, Robert B.
I nter 1 aboratory comparison
of mineral constituents in a
coal sample from Illinois;
i nt roduct 1 on
Finkelman, Robert B.
Inter 1 aboratory comparison
of mineral constituents in a
sample from the Herrin (No.
6) coal bed from Illinois
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Herri n Coal Member/Kinkaid Limestone
Guven, Necip. Analytical
results from the
_. inter laboratory sample from
the Herrin (No. 6) coal bed;
J, Analysis of the
low-temperature ash from the
inter 1 aboratory sample by
analytical electron
,
microscopy
Harvey, Richard D. Maceral
distributions in Illinois
coals and their
pa 1 eoenv i ronmenta
1
impl icat ions
Huggins, F. E. Analytical
results from the
i nter 1 aboratory sample from
the Herrin (No. 6) coal bed;
G, Scanning electron
microscopy, automated image
analysis
Lyons, Paul C. Coal if icat ion
of organic matter in coal
balls of the Pennsyl vanian
(Upper Carboniferous) of the
Illinois Basin, United
States
Mi 1 ler, Robert N.
Inter 1 aboratory study of the
Herrin (No. 6) coal bed
sample; conclusions and
recommendat ions
Miller, Robert N. The
methodology of
low-temperature ashing
Montana, Pedro A. Analytical
results from the
i nterl aboratory sample from
the Herrin (No. 6) coal bed;
D, Quantitative analysis of
pyritic sulfur by means of
Mossbauer spectroscopy
Painter, Paul C. Analytical
results from the
inter laboratory sample from
the Herrin (No. 6) coal bed;
B, Infrared analysis
Renton, John J. Analytical
results from the
inter laboratory sample from
the Herrin (No. 6) coal bed;
A, X-ray diffraction
analys i s
Senftle, Frank E. Analytical
results from the
inter 1 aboratory sample from
the Herrin (No. 6) coal bed;
H, Magnetic contamination of
the pulverized
inter 1 aboratory sample
Stanton, R. W. Basic
characteristics of the
inter 1 aboratory sample from
the Herrin (No. 6) coal bed
Herrin (No. 6) Coal
Crelling, John C. Evidence
from the Herrin No. 6 Coal
seam for pre- and
post-burial differences in
the sulfur and mineral
contents of peat
Jacobson , R. J. Coal resources
of Grundy, La Salle, and
Livingston counties,
111 i no i s
Mahaffy, James F. Profile
patterns of coal and peat
palynology in the Herrin
(No. 6) Coal Member,
Carbondale Formation, Middle
Pennsyl vanian of southern
1 1 1 i no i s
Palmer, James E. Depositional
environments of strata of
late Desmoinesian age
overlying the Herrin (No. 6)
Coal in southwestern
Illinois and the occurrence
of low-sulfur coal
Russell, Suzanne Jeannette.
Petrography and depositional
environment of the Herrin
(No. 6) Seam in central,
eastern and northwestern
1 1 1 inoi s
Treworgy, Colin G.
Pal eoenvi ronments and
distribution of low-sulfur
coal in 1 1 1 inois
Westgate, Linda M. Isotopic
evidence for the origin of
sulfur in the Herrin (No. 6)
Coal member of Illinois
Houchin Creek (No. 4) Coal
Member
Jacobson, R. J. Coal resources
of Grundy, La Salle, and
Livingston counties,
II 1 inois
Hulick Till Member
Foster. James B. Hydrogeol og ic
setting east of a low-level
radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield,
1 1
1
inois
II
1
inois No. 6 Coal
Brenner, Douglas. Microscopic
IR spectroscopy of coals
Gethner, J. S. Sol vent- induced
changes in the visible
transmission spectrum of
1 1 inois No. 6 coal
;
enhancement of light
transmission through a
microporous solid by
solvent-induced index
matching of the pores
Irondequoit Limestone
Nelson, P. P. TBM performance
prediction using rock
fracture parameters
Ironton Sandstone Aquifer
Visocky, Adrian P. Geology,
hydrology, and water quality
of the Cambrian and
Ordovician systems in
northern Illinois
Joachim Formation
Allen, Robert D. Site
characterization for
injection of compressed air
into an aquifer
Jo 1 i et Format i on
Mikulic, Donald G. Silurian
geology of the Des Plaines
River valley, northeastern
1 1 1 i noi s
Nelson, P. P. TBM performance
prediction using rock
fracture parameters
Shuri, Frank S. Borehole
diameter as a factor in
borehole jack results
Shuri, Frank S. Rock mechanics
studies at the Calumet
Pumping Station, Chicago,
1 1 1 i no i s
Kankakee Formation
Mikulic, Donald G. Silurian
geology of the Des Plaines
River valley, northeastern
1 1 1 inoi s
Shuri, Frank S. Rock mechanics
studies at the Calumet
Pumping Station, Chicago,
II 1 i no i s
Kewanee Group
Gastaldo, Robert A.
Morphological plasticity in
a Pecopteris leaf from the
Middle Pennsyl vanian of
southern Illinois
Jacobson, R. J. Coal resources
of Grundy, La Salle, and
Livingston counties,
1 1 1 i noi s
Kimmswick Limestone
Westrop, S. R. Systematics and
paleoecology of Upper
Ordovician trilobites from
the Selkirk Member of the
Red River Formation,
southern Manitoba
Kinkaid Limestone
Trace, Robert D. The
Chaetetella Zone in the
Kinkaid Limestone
(Mi ss i ss ippian ) ; a useful
strat i graphi c marker along
the southern rim of the
Eastern Interior (Illinois)
Bas in
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Levi as Member/Oregon Till
Levi as Member
Jennings, James R. The
Meramec i an/Chester ian
boundary in the western part
of the Illinois Basin
Lisman Formation
Millay, Michael A. The
ultrastructure of Paleozoic
fern spores ; II,
Scolecopter 1 s (Maratt ia 1 es
)
Logan Quarry Shale
Zangerl, Rainer. On the
microscopic anatomy and
possible function of the
spi ne- "brush" complex of
Stethacanthus
( E 1 asmobranchi i : Symmorilda)
Loveland Loess
McKay, E. Donald, III. A
correlation of Lower
Mississippi Valley loesses
to the glaciated Midwest
Maquoketa Formation
Grundl . T. J. delta /18_0,
delta D, and the age of
groundwaters in the
Cambr i an-Ordovician aquifer
of northern Illinois
Kean, w. F. Paleomagnet i sm of
the Neda iron ore, Maquoketa
Shale and Queenstone Shale
Nielsen, David M. A
cost-effective water supply
alternative for the Chicago
suburban area; artificial
ground water recharge
Pochel, Randy M. Trenton
strata in western Illinois
Basin, Brown and Schuyler
counties, Illinois
Preber, Terje. Engineering
properties of the Maquoketa
Shale in northwestern
I 1 1 1 no i s
Mattoon Formation
Jacobson, R. J. Coal resources
of Grundy, La Salle, and
Livingston counties,
1 1 1 inoi
s
Lyons, Paul C. Coal i f icat ion
of organic matter in coal
balls of the Pennsy 1 vanian
(Upper Carboniferous) of the
Illinois Basin, United
States
Millay, Michael A. The
ultrastructure of Paleozoic
fern spores ; II,
Scolecopter i s ( Maratt ial es
)
Millay, Michael A. The
ultrastructure of Paleozoic
fern spores ; II,
Scolecopter i s ( Marat t 1 al es
Scheming. Mark H.
Depositlonal history of an
Upper Pennsyl vanian
cyclothem in the Illinois
Basin and comparison to
Kansas cyclothemic sequences
Smoot , Edith L. Phloem anatomy
of the Carboniferous
pteridosperm Medullosa and
evolutionary trends in
gymnosperm phloem
Smoot, Edith L. Phloem
structure in the
Carboniferous fern Psaronius
(Maratt iales
)
Stubblef ield, Sara P. Studies
of Paleozoic fungi; III,
Fungal parasitism in a
Pennsy 1 vanian gymnosperm
McClosky Limestone
Maslowski , Andy. Hunt City
East boasts front-page
yields
McLeansboro Group
Jacobson, R. J. Coal resources
of Grundy, La Salle, and
Livingston counties,
1 1 1 i no i s
Modesto Formation
Jacobson, R. J. Coal resources
of Grundy, La Salle, and
Livingston counties,
1 1 1 inoi
s
Palmer, James E. Depositional
environments of strata of
late Desmoinesian age
overlying the Herrin (No. 6)
Coal in southwestern
Illinois and the occurrence
of low-sulfur coal
Mount Simon Sandstone
Coates, Mary Sue.
Characterization of the
Precambrian granite in
northwestern Illinois
Hoholick, John Daniel.
Regional variations of
porosity and cement; St.
Peter and Mount Simon
sandstones in Illinois Basin
Nielsen, David M. A
cost-effective water supply
alternative for the Chicago
suburban area; artificial
ground water recharge
P incus, Howard J. Studies of
the Mt . Simon Sandstone as a
potential storage reservoir
for compressed air
Schwalb, Howard R.
Strat 1graph1c
interpretations of sub-Mt .
Simon sediments from three
deep borings in Illinois,
Kentucky, and Tennessee
Schwalb, Howard R. Sub-Mt.
Simon sediments from three
deep borings in Illinois,
Kentucky and Tennessee
Murphysboro Coa 1 Member
Costanza, Suzanne Helene.
Morphology and systematics
of Cordaites of
Pennsy 1 vanian coal swamps of
Euramer ica
Neda Iron Formation
Kean, W. F. Pal eomagnet i sm of
the Neda iron ore, Maquoketa
Shale and Queenstone Shale
Negl i Creek Member
Trace, Robert D. The
Chaetetella Zone in the
Kinkaid Limestone
(Mi ssi ssippian) ; a useful
strat igraphic marker along
the southern rim of the
Eastern Interior (Illinois)
Bas i n
New Albany Shale
Barrows, Mary H. New Albany
Shale Group
( Devon
i
an-Mississippian)
source rocks and hydrocarbon
generation in the Illinois
Basin
Bethke, Craig M. Petrographic
,
geochemical, and
pal eohydrol ogic evidence of
nature of petroleum
migration in Illinois Basin
Frost, Joyce K. Trace element
geochemistry of the New
Albany Shale Group
( Devonian-Mi ss i ss ippian ) in
Illinois; implications for
depositional environment
Nimtz Till
Berg, Richard C. Strat igraphic
relationships of the Beaver
Creek Sand Member of the
Winnebago Formation
Berg, Richard C. Winnebago and
Glasford Formation
diamictons at the Nimtz
Quarry section
McKenna , Dennis P. Geology and
geomorphol ogy of the Oak
Crest Bog
Ohara Limestone
Maslowski, Andy. Hunt City
East boasts front-page
yields
Oregon Till
Kempton, John P. Stratigraphy
of the Oregon Till Member
silty facies and Fairdale
Till Member
Rock-Unit Index S3
Paint Creek Formation/Sellers Limestone Member
Paint Creek Formation
Dravage, Philip. An occurrence
of Mi ss i ssippian
edr iosteroids in western
I 1 1 inoi s
Jennings, J. R. Type section
of the Yankeetown Formation
Pearl Formation
Fo 1. lmer, Leon R. Rockford
Terrace, a late Illinoian
outwash surface
Heigold, Paul C. An electrical
earth resistivity survey of
the Macon-Taylorvi 1 le
ridged-drift aquifer
Peddicord Formation
Johnson, W. Hilton.
Deposit ional environments
and correlation problems of
the Wedron Formation
( Wi sconsinan) in
northeastern Illinois
Peoria Loess
Foster, James B. Hydrogeology
of a low- level
radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield,
1 1 1 inois
Petersburg Formation
Yates, Martin G. Major and
trace elements content of
the Springfield V Coal in
sputhwestern Indiana
Platteville Formation
Allen, Robert D . Site
characterization for
injection of compressed air
into an aquifer
Queenstone Shale
Kean, W. F. Pal eomagnet i sm of
the Neda iron ore. Maquoketa
Shale and Queenstone Shale
Racine Dolomite
Garney, R. Niagaran trilobites
of the Racine Dolomite,
Grafton, 1 1
.
Mlkulic, Donald G. Silurian
geology of the Des Plalnes
River valley, northeastern
1 1 1 inoi s
Shuri , Frank S. Rock mechanics
studies at the Calumet
Pumping Station, Chicago,
II 1 inoi s
Renault Formation
Horowitz. Alan Stanley. Some
notes on larger
invertebrates and the
Genevievian-Chester ian
boundary
Jennings, J. R. Type section
of the Yankeetown Formation
Jennings, James R. The
Meramec i an/Chest eri an
boundary in thewestern part
of the Illinois Basin
Reynales Limestone
Nelson, P. P. TBM performance
prediction using rock
fracture parameters
Rosi Clare Limestone
Maslowski, Andy. Hunt City
East boasts front-page
yields
Roxana Silt
Follmer, Leon R. Soil; an
uncertain medium for waste
di sposal
Foster, James B. Hydrogeology
of a low- level
radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield,
1 1 1 inoi s
McKenna . Dennis P. The
Farmdale and Sangamon soils
at the Wempletown souitheast
section, Winnebago County,
1 1
1
inois
Saint Clair Formation
Garney, R. Niagaran trilobites
of the Racine Dolomite,
Grafton, 1 1 .
Saint Genevieve Limestone
Woods, M. T. Shallow shear
wave models inferred from
short period Rayleigh wave
di spersion
Saint Louis Limestone
Cluff, Robert M. Carbonate
sand shoals in the Middle
Miss i ss ippian (Valmeyeran)
Salem-St. Louis-Ste.
Genevieve limestone,
1 1 1 Inois Bas i n
Diaby, Ibrahima. Petrography,
di agenesis and deposit ional
models of the St. Louis
Limestone, Valmeyeran
(Middle Miss issippian)
,
1 1 1 inois Basin, U.S.A.
Horowitz, Alan Stanley. Some
notes on larger
invertebrates and the
Geneviev ian-Chester ian
boundary
Leary, Richard L. New fossil
algae from Valmeyeran
(mid-Mi ss iss i pp ian) strata
of 111 inois
Saint Peter Sandstone
Al len, Robert D . Si te
characterization for
injection of compressed air
into an aquifer
Hoholick, John Daniel.
Regional variations of
porosity and cement; St.
Peter and Mount Simon
sandstones in Illinois Basin
Nielsen, David M. A
cost-effective water supply
alternative for the Chicago
suburban area; artificial
ground water recharge
Pincus, Howard J. Studies of
the Mt
.
Simon Sandstone as a
potential storage reservoir
for compressed air
Winfree, Keith Evan.
Deposit ional environments of
the St . Peter Sandstone of
the upper Midwest
Sainte Genevieve Limestone
Cluff, Robert M. Carbonate
sand shoals in the Middle
Mi ss
i
ssippian (Valmeyeran)
Salem-St. Louis-Ste.
Genevieve limestone,
111 inois Basi n
Horowitz, Alan Stanley. Some
notes on larger
invertebrates and the
Genev ievian-Chesterian
boundary
Jennings, James R. The
Meramec i an/Chester ian
boundary in the western part
of the Illinois Basin
Tharp, Timothy C. Subsurface
geology and pal eogeography
of the lower Ste. Genevieve
Limestone in Hamilton
County , I 1 1 i noi s
Salem Limestone
Cluff, Robert M. Carbonate
sand shoals in the Middle
Mi ss i ss i ppi an (Valmeyeran)
Salem-St. Louis-Ste.
Genevieve limestone,
1 1 1 inois Bas in
Sangamon Soi
1
Follmer, Leon R. Rockford
Terrace, a late Illinoian
outwash surface
McKenna, Dennis P. Geology and
geomorphology of the Oak
Crest Bog
McKenna, Dennis P. The
Farmdale and Sangamon soils
at the Wempletown souitheast
section, Winnebago County,
1 1 1 inois
Sellers Limestone Member
Merrill, Glen K. Conodont
fauna of the Sel lers
Limestone Member
( Pennsy 1 vani an, Morrowan) of
southern 1 1 1 i noi s
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Shetlerville Member/Yorkvi 1 le Till Member
Shet 1 erv i 1 1 e Member
Jennings, James R. The
Meramecian/Chester ian
boundary in the western part
of the Illinois Basin
Shumway Cyclothem
Tucker, John K. Occurrence of
the nautiloid genus
Foordiceras in the
Pennsy 1 vani an Period of
North America
Smi thboro Till
Heigold, Paul C. An electrical
earth resistivity survey of
the Macon-Tay 1 orvi 1 1
e
r i dged-dr i f t aquifer
Spoon Formation
Isbell. John L. Early-Middle
Pennsy 1 vani an environments
of Northwest Illinois
i nterpretated from
palynology and lithofacies
sequences
Isbell, John L. Early to
Middle Pennsy 1 vani an changes
in paleoslope and sediment
source terranes in Northwest
I 1 1 i noi s
Jacobson, R. J. Coal resources
of Grundy, La Salle, and
Livingston counties,
I 1
1
inois
Spr i ngf i e 1 d Coal Member
Harvey. Richard D. Maceral
distributions in Illinois
coals and their
pa 1 eoenv i ronmenta
1
i mpl icat ions
Yates, Martin G. Major and
trace elements content of
the Springfield V Coal 1n
southwestern Indiana
Springf ield-Harrisburg No. 5
coal seam
Hummeldorf, Raymond George.
The classification and
evaluation of roof rocks for
an underground coal mine by
sonic logging
Sugar Run Dolomite
Mikulic, Donald G. Silurian
geology of the Des Plaines
River valley, northeastern
I 1
1
inois
Summun No. 4 Coal Member
Costanza, Suzanne Helene.
Morphology and systematics
of Corda i tes of
Pennsy 1 vanian coal swamps of
Euramer ica
Tiskilwa Ti 1 1 Member
Johnson, W. Hilton.
Deposit ional environments
and cornel at ion problems of
the Wedron Formation
( Wisconsinan) in
northeastern Illinois
Toulon Member
Foster, James B. Hydrogeol ogic
setting east of a low-level
radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield,
1 1
1
inois
Trafalgar Formation
Johnson, W. Hilton.
Deposit ional environments
and correlation problems of
the Wedron Formation
(Wisconsinan) in
northeastern Illinois
Trenton Limestone
Barrows, Mary H. New Albany
Shale Group
( Devonian- Mi ss i ss ippian)
source rocks and hydrocarbon
generation in the Illinois
Basin
Pochel , Randy M. Trenton
strata in western Illinois
Basin, Brown and Schuyler
count ies , 1 1 1 i noi s
Ul 1 in Limestone
Lineback, Jerry A. Ullin-Fort
Payne, a Mi ss i ss i ppi an
shallow to deep water
carbonate transition in a
cratonic basin
Vandal ia Till
Follmer, Leon R. Soil; an
uncertain medium for waste
di sposal
Warsaw Formation
Snyder, Edward M. Trophic
structuring in meshwork
fenestrate Bryozoa from a
Valmeyeran, Mi ss i ss ippian
(Warsaw Formation)
assemblage
Wedron Formation
Johnson, W. Hilton.
Deposit ional environments
and correlation problems of
the Wedron Formation
(Wisconsinan) in
northeastern Illinois
Wilhelmi Formation
Mikulic. Donald G. Silurian
geology of the Des Plaines
River valley, northeastern
I 1 1 inois
Winnebago Formation
Berg, Richard C. Strat igraphic
relationships of the Beaver
Creek Sand Member of the
Winnebago Formation
Berg, Richard C. Winnebago and
Glasford Formation
diamictons at the Nimtz
Quarry section
Follmer, Leon R. Rockford
Terrace, a late Illinoian
outwash surface
Johnson, W. Hilton.
Deposit ional environments
and correlation problems of
the Wedron Formation
(Wisconsinan) in
northeastern Illinois
Kempton, John P. Revision of
the stratigraphy and
nomenclature of glacial
deposits in central northern
1 1 1 i noi s
Krumm, Robert J. Strat i graphi
c
relationships of the Capron
Till Member of the Winnebago
Format ion
McKenna, Dennis P. Geology and
geomorphology of the Oak
Crest Bog
McKenna, Dennis P. The
Farmdale and Sangamon soils
at the Wempletown souitheast
section, Winnebago County,
1 1 1 inoi s
Yankeetown Formation
Jennings, J. R. Type section
of the Yankeetown Formation
Yorkvi lie Till Member
Johnson, W. Hilton.
Deposit ional environments
and correlation problems of
the Wedron Formation
(Wisconsinan) in
northeastern Illinois
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